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ALMA MATER AND RAMBLIN’ WRECK LYRICS
It is my privilege to be a part of this institution from three perspectives — as an alumnus, a parent, and as president. Last spring, Beth and I were in the stands at McCamish Pavilion as proud parents when our son, Alex, received his B.S. in computer science. Today, I’m honored to greet you at Commencement for the first time as Georgia Tech’s 12th president.

At the foundation of Georgia Tech’s success are our hardworking and incredibly talented students. Their creativity, dedication, and accomplishments are inspiring and should make us all tremendously hopeful about their futures. Thanks also are in order for all the family members and friends who have inspired, guided, and challenged our graduates both before and during their time here at Tech.

For more than 4,200 undergraduate and graduate students, this weekend’s ceremonies recognize their academic achievements at Georgia Tech and inaugurate a new era in their lives. At this weekend’s ceremonies, we are awarding bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees through our six colleges and 28 schools.

At Georgia Tech, we are proud to be recognized among the nation’s very best public universities and the world’s leading research institutions. Our programs in engineering, computer science, business, and other disciplines are consistently ranked among the best in their categories. Our faculty attract more than $1 billion in research grants every year. And we are a member of the Association of American Universities, a group of 65 leading research universities in the U.S. and Canada.

Yet, there is no better way to measure the success of a university than by the degree to which its alumni succeed. By that standard, Georgia Tech is one of the world’s premier institutions of higher learning. Georgia Tech’s 167,000 living alumni are working and contributing their talents all over the globe and in each of our country’s 50 states. Prepared by the world-class education they received at the Institute, they are “Creating the Next” in many fields and making our world a better, more humane place in which to live.

Our enrollment this fall is almost 36,500, a historic high and a reflection of the demand locally, nationally, and worldwide for a Georgia Tech education.

Commencement marks the end of an important chapter in the lives of these graduates, but it is truly just the beginning as they step into a bright and successful future. We thank you for coming here today to share this milestone in their lives.

Ángel Cabrera
President, Georgia Institute of Technology
Doctoral Ceremony

9 a.m. | December 13, 2019
Order of Events

Processional

Master of Ceremonies
Ángel Cabrera
President

National Anthem
Georgia Tech Chamber Choir

Reflection
Sungmee Park
Doctoral Degree Candidate, Materials Science and Engineering

Induction into the Alumni Association
S. Brent Zelnak
Chair, Georgia Tech Alumni Association

Commencement Address
David L. McDowell
Carter N. Paden Jr. Distinguished Chair in Metals Processing
Georgia Tech Distinguished Professor, 2019

Presentation and Hooding of Doctoral Degree Candidates
Rafael L. Bras
Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

Conferring of Degrees
President Cabrera

Faculty Recessional
“Ramblin’ Wreck”®
Graduates and Audience
Master’s Ceremony

3 p.m. | December 13, 2019
Order of Events

Processional
Master of Ceremonies
Ángel Cabrera
President

National Anthem
Georgia Tech Chamber Choir

Reflection
Joshua Ingersoll
Master's Degree Candidate, Aerospace Engineering

Induction into the Alumni Association
Dene Sheheane
President, Georgia Tech Alumni Association

Commencement Address
Theodore (Ted) Colbert III
Executive Vice President, The Boeing Company
President and Chief Executive Officer, Boeing Global Services

Introduction of Academic Deans
Rafael L. Bras
Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

Presentation of Master's Degree Candidates
Charles Isbell
Dean, College of Computing
John Tone
Interim Dean, Ivan Allen College of Liberal Arts
Steven P. French
Dean, College of Design
Maryam Alavi
Dean, Ernest Scheller Jr. College of Business
Julia Kubaneck
Associate Dean, College of Sciences
Doug Williams
Associate Dean, College of Engineering

Conferring of Degrees
President Cabrera

Faculty Recessional
“Ramblin’ Wreck”*
Graduates and Audience

*B Please turn to the inside back cover for song lyrics.

Bachelor’s Ceremony

9 a.m. | December 14, 2019
Order of Events

Processional
Master of Ceremonies
Ángel Cabrera
President

National Anthem
Treble Choir

Reflection
Gautami Chennur
Bachelor's Degree Candidate, Computer Science

Induction into the Alumni Association
S. Brent Zelnak
Chair, Georgia Tech Alumni Association

Presentation of Honorary Degree
Commencement Address
Steven A. Denning
Chairman, General Atlantic

Introduction of Academic Deans
Rafael L. Bras
Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

Presentation of Undergraduate Degree Candidates
Charles Isbell
Dean, College of Computing
David J. Shook
Associate Dean, Ivan Allen College of Liberal Arts
Steven P. French
Dean, College of Design
Craig Womack
Associate Dean, Ernest Scheller Jr. College of Business
David Collard
Associate Dean, College of Sciences
Krista Walton
Associate Dean, College of Engineering

Conferring of Degrees
President Cabrera

Faculty Recessional
“Ramblin’ Wreck”*
Graduates and Audience

*B Please turn to the inside back cover for song lyrics.
Ceremony Speakers

**Doctoral Ceremony Speaker**
David L. McDowell

Regents Professor and Carter N. Paden Jr. Distinguished Chair in Metals Processing, David L. McDowell joined Georgia Tech in 1983 and holds appointments in both the George W. Woodruff School of Mechanical Engineering and the School of Materials Science and Engineering. He served as director of the Mechanical Properties Research Laboratory from 1992 to 2012. In August 2012 he was named founding director of the Institute for Materials (IMat), a Georgia Tech research institute charged with cultivating cross-cutting collaborations in materials research and education and developing the materials innovation ecosystem. IMat has initiatives in both campus materials user facilities and in accelerating materials discovery and development by building on materials data science and informatics approaches.

In 2019 McDowell received the Class of 1934 Distinguished Professor Award, Georgia Tech’s highest annual award bestowed on a faculty member for sustained outstanding achievement in teaching, research and service. He has authored or coauthored more than 400 papers, 500 presentations, and he has advised or coadvised more than 80 graduate students.

McDowell currently serves on the editorial boards of *NPJ: Computational Materials* and the *Journal of Multiscale Modeling* and is coeditor of the *International Journal of Fatigue*. He is a fellow and past president of the Society for Engineering Science and a fellow of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers and ASM International.

**Master’s Ceremony Speaker**
Theodore (Ted) Colbert III

Theodore (Ted) Colbert III, IE 1996, is executive vice president of The Boeing Company and president and chief executive officer of Boeing Global Services. He also serves as a member of Boeing’s Executive Council.

In these leadership roles, Colbert is responsible for leading Boeing’s aerospace services development and delivery model for commercial and government customers worldwide. Global Services has 300 locations in more than 70 countries.

Previously, Colbert was chief information officer and senior vice president of Information Technology and Data Analytics at Boeing.

Earlier in his career at Boeing, Colbert was head of Information Technology Infrastructure. He also he led the IT Business Systems organization, where he managed the computing application systems that support Boeing Finance, Human Resources, and Corporate and Commercial Capital Business Units, as well as the company’s internal systems.

Colbert completed the Dual Degree Engineering Program at Georgia Tech and Morehouse College with degrees in industrial and systems engineering and interdisciplinary science. He is a member of the Executive Leadership Council and serves on the Board of Directors for the Thurgood Marshall College Fund, Georgia Tech Advisory Board, and New Leaders.

Over the course of his career, he has won numerous awards. Most recently, he was the first recipient of the Fisher Center Prize for Excellence in Driving Transformation from the Fisher Center for Business Analytics at the Berkeley Haas School of Business.
Bachelor’s Ceremony Speaker and Honorary Degree Recipient

Steven A. Denning

Steven A. Denning, IM 1970, is the chairman of General Atlantic LLC, a firm he joined in 1980 and has helped build into a leading global growth equity firm, with $35 billion in assets under management and 14 offices worldwide.

Denning joined General Atlantic after working with McKinsey & Company. He received an MBA from the Stanford Graduate School of Business in 1978. Before business school, Denning served for six years in the U.S. Navy, where he also earned an M.S. from the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California. He received a B.S. from the Georgia Institute of Technology in 1970.

Denning is a member of the Board of Directors of the Council on Foreign Relations, the National Park Foundation, College Advising Corps, the New York Regional Plan Association, the Markle Foundation, and Blue Meridian Partners Inc., and is vice chair of the Board of Trustees of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.

He is also chair of the Global Advisory Council to the President, the Advisory Council of the Freeman Spogli Institute, and the Natural Capital Advisory Council, all at Stanford University, and is a member of the Knight-Hennessy Scholar Program Advisory Board, the Stanford Distinguished Careers Institute Advisory Council, and the Human-Centered Artificial Intelligence Advisory Council.

He is a Senior Trustee of The Brookings Institution, the American Museum of Natural History, and the Georgia Tech Foundation.

Denning grew up in Salt Lake City, Utah. He and his wife, Roberta, currently reside in Greenwich, Connecticut, and San Francisco, California. They have two children, Robert and Carrie.
On September 1, 2019, Ángel Cabrera became the 12th president of the Georgia Institute of Technology. Cabrera came to Georgia Tech after serving for seven years as president of George Mason University in Fairfax, Virginia.

George Mason is the largest and fastest-growing public university in Virginia. Under his leadership, the university accounted for more than half of all enrollment growth in Virginia, increased student outcomes, and joined the top tier of research universities in the Carnegie Classification. The university established partnerships to expand online programs and international recruitment and built several new facilities. Philanthropic contributions more than doubled. In 2018, it was named by Forbes as one of America’s best midsize employers.

From 2004 to 2012, Cabrera served as president at Thunderbird School of Global Management, now part of Arizona State University. Prior to that he was dean of IE Business School in Madrid. As a business educator, Cabrera has played a key role in advancing professional ethics, internationalization, and corporate social responsibility. As a senior advisor to the United Nations Global Compact, in 2007 he was the lead author of the “Principles for Responsible Management Education,” now adopted by more than 700 schools around the world.

Cabrera’s research has been published in leading academic journals. He has been quoted by leading global media, including The Economist, BBC, CNN, CNBC, El País, Forbes, The International Herald Tribune, and The New York Times. His op-eds have been published by The Washington Post and the international press, and he has appeared on NPR programs and PBS NewsHour.

He’s been named a “Young Global Leader” by the World Economic Forum, a “Star of Europe” by Businessweek, “Henry Crown Fellow” by the Aspen Institute, and “Great Immigrant” by the Carnegie Corporation of New York. He has received honorary degrees from Miami Dade College and Universidad Politécnica of Madrid.

Cabrera serves on the boards of the National Geographic Society, the Bankinter Foundation for Innovation, and Inovio, a publicly traded biotech company. For most of the past decade, he has served on the Georgia Tech Advisory Board, including a stint as its chair.

Cabrera earned his M.S. and Ph.D. in cognitive psychology from Georgia Tech, which he attended as a Fulbright Scholar. He also holds a telecommunications engineering degree (B.S. and M.S. in computer and electrical engineering) from Universidad Politécnica de Madrid.

He is married to management scholar and Georgia Tech classmate Elizabeth Cabrera, M.S. PSY 1993, Ph.D. PSY 1995. Their son Alex is a recent Georgia Tech graduate and currently a Ph.D. student at Carnegie Mellon University. Their daughter Emilia is a junior at Harvard University.

Cabrera is the first native of Spain to serve as president of an American university.
A professor in the School of Civil and Environmental Engineering and the School of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences, Rafael L. Bras is the first Georgia Tech faculty member to hold the K. Harrison Brown Family Chair. As provost and executive vice president for Academic Affairs, Bras oversees all of Georgia Tech's academic and related units, including the colleges, the library, international relationships, professional education, the arts, and enrollment.

His current initiatives include overseeing the Commission on Creating the Next in Education, an ongoing effort of Georgia Tech's educational innovation ecosystem dedicated to the adoption of new and innovative educational methodologies, including the growth of lifelong learning opportunities for traditional and nontraditional learners. He is also responsible for overseeing the ongoing Library Next project, the emerging educational collaboration with the City of Shenzhen and Tianjin University in China, and Serve-Learn-Sustain, the Institute's Quality Enhancement Plan. Through the Arts@Tech initiative, Bras seeks to integrate the creative and innovative thinking of artistic endeavors into the mindset and education of all our students.

A native of Puerto Rico, Bras completed undergraduate and graduate education at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), culminating with a Doctor of Science degree in Water Resources and Hydrology. Prior to becoming provost at Georgia Tech in 2010, Bras was distinguished professor and dean of the Henry Samueli School of Engineering at the University of California, Irvine. For 32 years prior to joining the University of California, he was a professor in the departments of Civil and Environmental Engineering and Earth, Atmospheric, and Planetary Sciences at MIT. He is past chair of the MIT faculty, former head of the Civil and Environmental Engineering department, and director of the Ralph M. Parsons Laboratory.

He has served as advisor to many organizations, including the National Science Foundation, National Research Council, and NASA. He is a former member of the U.S. Secretary of Energy Advisory Board.

Bras is past president of the hydrology section of American Geophysical Union (AGU) and is a former member of its Board of Directors. He also is a member of the Board of Trustees for the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research, and is an emeritus trustee of the Foundation for Puerto Rico. He was also a member of Coursera's Educational Advisory Board.

He is an elected member of the U.S. National Academy of Engineering, the Academy of Arts and Sciences of Puerto Rico, and a corresponding member of the Mexican National Academy of Engineering and the Mexican National Academy of Sciences. He also is an elected Fellow of several professional organizations, including the American Geophysical Union, the American Society of Civil Engineers (of which he is a distinguished member), the American Meteorological Society, and the American Association for the Advancement of Science. The Museum of Science Industry named Bras the 2014 National Hispanic Scientist of the Year.

Bras maintains an active international consulting practice. Until recently, he chaired a panel of experts that supervised the design and construction of a multibillion-dollar project to protect the City of Venice from floods. He also has published two textbooks, more than 225 refereed journal publications, and several hundred other publications and presentations. Bras and his wife, Pat, have two adult sons.
**THE MACE**

In academic ceremonies, the mace is an ornamental staff carried as a symbol of authority. The office of the mace bearer, though purely ornamental, dates back to medieval England when special occasions required the use of a bodyguard. In colonial America, the mace became a symbol of office when it was used in conjunction with academic regalia.

The Georgia Tech mace carried in today's ceremony was designed by Cabell Heyward, a former research scientist in the College of Design, and was first used in April 1988 at the presidential installation of John P. Crecine. The mace was made possible by a gift from the Georgia Tech Student Foundation and the Class of 1934.

The primary focus of the mace is its three brass rods, which demonstrate the principle of “tensegrity,” a concept of structure combining tension and integrity developed by R. Buckminster Fuller in 1927. The integrity, or wholeness, of the mace is maintained by each of the rods being held in place by the tension of the steel wire; the rods do not touch one another at any point.

The brass rods symbolize the three primary components of Georgia Tech's mission: education, research, and service. The gold color of the brass and the white color of the steel wire represent Georgia Tech's colors. The mace also incorporates three silver metallic seals, which are reproductions of the official seal of the state of Georgia, the original seal of Georgia Tech, and the current seal of the Institute.

The mace was fabricated by Heyward and Arthur Schoenfeld, another former research scientist in the College of Design, in conjunction with Atlanta jeweler Robert Nagle.

**ACADEMIC REGALIA**

The academic regalia worn by today’s participants is a colorful relic dating back to the Middle Ages, when education was a function of religious organizations. The monks’ habit and the cowl worn over their heads were predecessors of the modern black gowns and hoods. The mortarboard was developed from the skullcaps worn during medieval days by churchmen officiating at religious services.

In 1894, American universities standardized gown styles for the three different types of degrees. Doctoral candidates at Georgia Tech wear customized gold regalia with full rounded sleeves, velvet facings on the front, and velvet bars on the sleeves. Hoods are lined in Georgia Tech's colors of white and gold. The doctoral hood is distinguished by its blue trim, which is the color representing philosophy. Doctoral candidates also wear a six-pointed tam in the same blue trim.

Master’s degree candidates wear the traditional black gown with full-length square sleeves that have a crescent-shaped piece hanging from each sleeve. The gowns are also adorned with the Georgia Tech seal. The master’s hoods are lined in white and gold and are distinguished on the outside by the color of their degree program. Recipients of the bachelor’s degree wear a similar black gown, but with no hood and no additional material at the bottom of the sleeves.

Caps used by master’s and bachelor’s graduates are traditional mortarboards, and tassels are white and gold.
ACADEMIC DEGREES

The Bachelor’s Degree
The bachelor’s degree is the oldest academic degree used by American colleges and universities. The degree, which represents completion of a four-year course of study, was first awarded in 1642 to the graduating class of Harvard College.

The Master’s Degree
The master’s degree represents the completion of one or two years of study beyond the bachelor’s degree. The degree dates back to the oldest universities in Europe, and it usually requires a thesis and an oral examination.

The Doctoral Degree
The doctoral degree is the most advanced academic degree conferred by American institutions of learning. “Doctor,” which means teacher or instructor, was used as a title in the 12th century to denote men of great learning.

HONORS QUALIFICATIONS AND CORDS
Honor designations are for undergraduates at Georgia Tech who have met the minimum residency hours requirement of 60 hours, as well as the minimum GPA.

- To achieve honor, the minimum GPA is 3.15.
- To achieve high honor, the minimum GPA is 3.35.
- To achieve highest honor, the minimum GPA is 3.55.

Changes in honor status may also occur after final printing. Georgia Tech issues honor cords to recognize students’ academic achievements. White cords denote honor, gold cords denote high honor, and a braided white and gold cord denotes highest honor.

INTERNATIONAL PLAN
The International Plan is a challenging four-year program that works in tandem with an undergraduate’s academic curriculum to produce globally competent citizens. The International Plan utilizes existing study, work, and research abroad opportunities available through the Office of International Education and the Center for Career Discovery and Development.

COOPERATIVE PLAN
The Undergraduate Cooperative Education Program is an academic option designed to complement a student’s formal education with paid, practical work experience directly related to the student’s academic major. It is available in all engineering majors, as well as many majors in other colleges at Georgia Tech.

CEREMONY AND TRADITIONS

THE RAMBLIN’ WRECK
The Ramblin’ Wreck is the 1930 Ford Model A Sport coupe that serves as the official mascot. The Wreck is present at all major sporting events and student body functions. Its most noticeable role is leading the football team into Bobby Dodd Stadium at Historic Grant Field, a duty that the Wreck has performed since 1961.

THE WHISTLE
Tech’s iconic steam whistle blasts its signal when Tech wins a home football game and for milestone events.

BUZZ
Legendary Tech icon Buzz made his first campus appearance at a student pep rally in 1980. Over the past three decades, Buzz has gone on to become one of the most beloved — and globally recognized — university mascots.

IN MEMORIAM
We recognize the passing of members of the Georgia Tech community with the floral arrangement at the front of the stage.

GUEST DECORUM
You are requested to refrain from loud expressions of excitement for individual graduates. Such expressions detract from the recognition due the next graduate in line. Your cooperation is appreciated.
Doctor of Philosophy

ROBOTICS

Brian Alan Goldfain +
Advisor: Dr. James Matthew Rehg

Zhaoyang Lv
Advisor: Dr. James Matthew Rehg

Kyle William Motter
Advisor: Dr. Wayne J. Book

Mustafa Mukadam +
Advisor: Dr. Bryon Boots

Kihan Park +
Advisor: Dr. Jaydev Desai

Jun Sheng +
Advisor: Dr. Jaydev Desai

Carol Christine Young
Advisor: Dr. Fumin Zhang

COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

Aradhya Biwas +
Advisor: Dr. Richard M. Fujimoto

Anirban Chatterjee +
Advisor: Dr. Yi-Chang Tsai

Mengmeng Liu +
Advisor: Dr. James D. Frost

Ioakeim Perros +
Advisor: Dr. Jimeng Sun

Xin Xing
Advisor: Dr. Edmond Chow

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING/JOINT PROGRAM WITH EMMORY UNIVERSITY AND PEKING UNIVERSITY

Linlin Lu +
Advisor: Dr. Garrett Baker

Xiangxi Meng +
Advisor: Dr. Dongmei Wang, Dr. Quishi Ren, and Dr. Changhui Li

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING/JOINT DEGREE PROGRAM WITH EMMORY UNIVERSITY

Melissa Alvarado-Velez
Advisor: Dr. Ravi Bellamkonda

Emmeline LeGendre Blanchard
Advisor: Dr. Philip J. Santangelo

Andres David Caballero
Advisor: Dr. Wei Sun

Nathan Frederick Chiappa
Advisor: Dr. Edward A. Botchwey

Han-Ching Chiu
Advisor: Dr. Shuichi Takayama

BIOENGINEERING

Song 1h Ahn
Advisor: Dr. YongTae Kim

Thomas Floyd Easley +
Advisor: Dr. Ajit P. Yoganathan

Joshua Spencer Tennyson Hooks +
Advisor: Dr. James Brandon Dixon

Brett Steven Klosterhoff +
Advisor: Dr. Robert E. Goldberg

Timothy John Lee +
Advisor: Dr. Craig Richard Forest

Immanuel David Madukauwa
Advisor: Dr. Ajit P. Yoganathan

Monica Pearl McNerney +
Advisor: Dr. Mark P. Styczynski

Sang-Eon Park
Advisor: Dr. Robert Gross

Mohammad Sayed Razavi Rizi
Advisor: Dr. Rudy Gleason and Dr. Brandon Dixon

Stephen Andrew Schwanner
Advisor: Dr. Christopher Ross

Behnaz Yousefi
Advisor: Dr. Stella Keiholz

ALGORITHMS, COMBINATORICS, AND OPTIMIZATION

Marcel Luis Celaya +
Advisor: Dr. Josephine Yu

David Durfee +
Advisor: Dr. Richard Peng

Shijie Xie
Advisor: Dr. Xing Y. Yu

HUMAN-CENTERED COMPUTING

Stevie Chancellor +
Advisor: Dr. Munmun Choudhury

Michaelane Marie Thomas Dye +
Advisor: Dr. Amy S. Bruckman and Dr. Neha Kumar

Miranda Chantelle Parker
Advisor: Dr. Mark Gudzial

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Aishwarya Agrawal
Advisor: Dr. Dhruv Batra

Md Monjur Alam
Advisor: Dr. Milos Pevrovic

Kalesha S. Bullard
Advisor: Dr. Sonia Chernova

Arjun Chandrasekaran
Advisor: Dr. Devi N. Parikh

Shang-Tse Chen
Advisor: Dr. Duenhorng Chau

Alexander William Clegg +
Advisor: Dr. Cheng-Yun Karen Liu

Ruian Duan
Advisor: Dr. Wenke Lee and Dr. Brendan Saltafomaggio

Matthew Fahrbach
Advisor: Dr. Dana Randall

Matti Fazzini +
Advisor: Dr. Alessandro Orso

Shane David Griffith
Advisor: Dr. Cedric Pradalier

Matthew James Gudzial +
Advisor: Dr. Mark O. Riedl

Mikhail Jacob
Advisor: Dr. Brian S. Magerko

Yang Ji
Advisor: Dr. Wenke Lee

Minsuk Brian Kahng
Advisor: Dr. Duenhorng Chau

Mohan Kumar Kumar +
Advisor: Dr. Tiesoo Kim

Steffen Alexander Maass +
Advisor: Dr. Tiesoo Kim

Ahmed Mohamed Said Mohamed +
Advisor: Dr. Mostafa Ammar and Dr. Ellen Zegura

Tawfik Issa
Advisor: Dr. Mostafa Ammar and Dr. Ellen Zegura

Mukul Sati +
Advisor: Dr. Jaroslaw R. Rossignac

Ming-Wei Shih
Advisor: Dr. Tiesoo Kim

Qianqian Wang
Advisor: Dr. Alessandro Orso

DIGITAL MEDIA

Mariam Asad +
Advisor: Dr. Christopher Alexis Le Dantec

PUBLIC POLICY

Yeoh Hak Kim +
Advisor: Dr. Aaron David Levine

Seok Beom Kwon
Advisor: Dr. Alan Marco
Rebekah Leigh St. Clair +
Advisor: Dr. Kimberley Roussin Inset
Elie Ji-Yun Sung +
Advisor: Dr. John Walsh

HISTORY AND SOCIETY OF TECHNOLOGY AND SCIENCES
Xincheng Chen +
Advisor: Dr. Hanchoo Lu
Peter Gustav Westin +
Advisor: Dr. John Kriese

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
Silvia Juliana Tijo Lopez +
Advisor: Dr. Daniel Castro

CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
Jessica Fisch +
Advisor: Dr. Michael L. Elliott
Evan Sheppard Mallen
Advisor: Dr. Brian Stone Jr.

ARCHITECTURE
Chen Feng +
Advisor: Dr. John Popenis

MANAGEMENT
Patricia Lynn Angle +
Advisors: Dr. Christopher Michael Forman and Dr. Marco Ceccagnoli
Amy Palma Breidenthal +
Advisor: Dr. Dong Liu
Yifeng Fan
Advisor: Dr. David Matthew Sluss
Dana Harari Hamam +
Advisor: Dr. Terry C. Blum
Zhanfei Lei +
Advisors: Dr. Han Zhang and Dr. Dezhi Yin
Congshan Li +
Advisors: Dr. Frank T. Rothenber and Dr. Peter Thompson
Siman Li +
Advisor: Dr. Jeffrey Wade Hales
Dionne Antoinette Nickerson
Advisors: Dr. Ajay Kumar Kohli and Dr. Sundar Bharadwaj
Iman Paul +
Advisors: Dr. Samuel Devere Bond and Dr. Jeffrey Walker

Vijayaraghavan Venkataraman +
Advisors: Dr. Christopher Michael Forman and Dr. Marco Ceccagnoli
Hongchang Wang +
Advisor: Dr. Eric Marvin Overby
Linghang Zeng +
Advisor: Dr. Sudheer Chava

EARTH AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES
Jacob Joseph Buffo +
Advisor: Dr. Britney Elyce Schmidt
Anh Le Duc Pham
Advisor: Dr. Takamitsu Ito
Shannon Gabrielle Valley
Advisor: Dr. Jean Lynch-Stieglitz
Siyu Zhao
Advisor: Dr. Yi Deng

Biology
Marcus Salvatore Bray +
Advisor: Dr. Jennifer B. Glass
Jordan Grace Gulli
Advisor: Dr. Frank Rosenzweig
Jennifer Taryn Pentz
Advisor: Dr. William C. Ratcliff
Xian Yang
Advisor: Dr. Lin Jiang

MATHEMATICS
Boung hun Bock +
Advisor: Dr. Michael Damron
Jianqing Chen +
Advisor: Dr. Heinrich Matzinger
Rohan Ghanta +
Advisor: Dr. Michael Loss
Alexander Hoyer +
Advisor: Dr. Robin Thomas
Sergio Mayorga Tatarin +
Advisors: Dr. Wilfred Gangbo and Dr. Andrej Swiech
Andrew McCullough +
Advisors: Dr. John Entry and Dr. Mohammad Ghomi
Jonathan Michael Batterman +
Advisor: Dr. Bruce N. Walker
Gina Marie Bulton +
Advisor: Dr. Howard M. Weiss
Christine Ann Godwin +
Advisor: Dr. Eric Schumacher
Benjamin Reivich Jones +
Advisor: Dr. Howard M. Weiss
Sidni Alanna Justus +
Advisor: Dr. Jenny Lee Singleton
Sophie Austé Kay +
Advisor: Dr. Howard M. Weiss
Joel Michael Mumma +
Advisor: Dr. Francis T’Durso
Jonathan Henry Schuett +
Advisor: Dr. Bruce N. Walker
Jimmy Yu Zhong +
Advisor: Dr. Scott D. Moffat

PHYSICS
Xiaojian Bai
Advisor: Dr. Martin Mourigal
Matthew Joseph Boguslawski
Advisor: Dr. Michael S. Chapman
Điđdian Čhen +
Advisor: Dr. Flavio H. Fenton
Shengnan Huang +
Advisor: Dr. Paul M. Goldbart
Arben Leyson Kaltuqi
Advisor: Dr. Peter Yunker
Kartik Sanjay Kothari
Advisor: Dr. Martin Maldovan
Michael Craig Krygier +
Advisor: Dr. Roman O. Grigoriev
Yu-Hui Lin +
Advisor: Dr. Joshua S. Weitz
Jonathan Andrew Michel
Advisor: Dr. Peter Yunker
Khai Huu Nguyen +
Advisor: Dr. Tamara Bogdanovic
Yu Qiu +
Advisor: Dr. Tamara Bogdanovic
Kamal Sharma
Advisor: Dr. Michael Pastilnik
Kimberly Yovel Short
Advisor: Dr. David Ballantine
Michael Jacob Tenenbaum +
Advisor: Dr. Alberto Fernandez-Nieves
Félix Thouin +
Advisor: Dr. Carlos Silva
Andrea Jayne Welsh
Advisor: Dr. Flavio H. Fenton
David B. Yanni
Advisor: Dr. Peter Yunker

CHEMISTRY
Carolyne Ann Buckley +
Advisor: Dr. Elsa Reichmanis
Dylan Thomas Christiansen +
Advisor: Dr. John Robert Reynolds
Aida Abebe Demissie
Advisor: Dr. Robert M. Dickson
David Michael Fialho +
Advisor: Dr. Nicholas V. Hud
Breanne Leigh Hamlett
Advisors: Dr. M.G. Finn and Dr. Ryan Lively
David A. Hanna +
Advisor: Dr. Amit Reddi
Hiroyuki Ichikawa +
Advisor: Dr. Wendy Kelly
Abraham John Jordan +
Advisor: Dr. Joseph P. Sadighi
Osisris Martinez-Guzman
Advisor: Dr. Amit Reddi
Aaron Douglas McKee
Advisor: Dr. Thomas Michael Orlando
Hannah Louise Narcross +
Advisor: Dr. Clifford Lee Henderson
Sandrea Lee Pittelli
Advisor: Dr. John Robert Reynolds
Ming Zhao +
Advisor: Dr. Younan Xia

OPERATIONS RESEARCH
Beste Basciftci +
Advisors: Dr. Shabbir Ahmed and Dr. Nagi Z. Gebraeel
Robert Reid Bishop
Advisor: Dr. Chelsea C. White
Caglar Caglayan +
Advisor: Dr. Turgay Ayer
Felipe Lagos Gonzalez
Advisors: Dr. Natasha Lesley Boland and Dr. Mathieu W. Savelsbergh
DOCTORAL DEGREE CANDIDATES

Alfredo Torrico Palacios +
Advisors: Dr. Sebastian Pokutta, Dr. Mohit Singh and Dr. Alejandro Toriello

Jae Wan Ahn
Advisor: Dr. Dong Qin

Jason Paul Allen +
Advisor: Dr. Hamid Garmestani

Katherine E. Copenhaver
Advisor: Dr. Jason Hayes Nadler

Ben Michael Deglee +
Advisor: Dr. Meilin Liu

Andrew James Gorman
Advisor: Dr. Paul Stephen Russo

Anise Michele Grant +
Advisor: Dr. Vladimir Tsukruk

Ali Ahmed Abdelhazif Mahmoud
Advisors: Dr. Meilin Liu and Dr. Faisal Alumgir

Ryan Joe Murphy
Advisor: Dr. Meilin Liu

Yoon Joo Na +
Advisor: Dr. Christopher Lado Muhlestein

Chandrasekharan Sethumadhavan Nair +
Advisor: Dr. Rau R. Tummala

Sungmee Park +
Advisor: Dr. Sundaresan Jayaraman

Brandon Deane Piercy
Advisor: Dr. Mark Losego

Ke Qiu +
Advisor: Dr. Carl I. Jacob

Thomas John Rudzik +
Advisor: Dr. Rosario A. Gerhardt

Maruwada Sukanya Sharma +
Advisors: Dr. Arun M. Gokhale and Dr. Naresh N. Thadhani

Jing Shi +
Advisor: Dr. Donnygang Yao

Marcus James Smith +
Advisor: Dr. Vladimir Tsukruk

Robert Grant Spurney
Advisor: Dr. Rau R. Tummala

Christian Taylor Streebing
Advisors: Dr. Christopher Summers and Dr. Zhitao Kang

Zewei Wang
Advisor: Dr. Zhiqun Lin

Changsheng Wu +
Advisor: Dr. Zhang L. Wang

Shuaiyong Zhang +
Advisor: Dr. Vladimir Tsukruk

Jing Zhou
Advisor: Dr. Vladimir Tsukruk

Haiyang Zou +
Advisor: Dr. Zhong L. Wang

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Shanshan Cao +
Advisors: Dr. Xiaoming Huo and Dr. Nicoleta Serban

Stewart Samuel Curry
Advisor: Dr. Nicoleta Serban

Xu Jin +
Advisors: Dr. Yajun Mei and Dr. Brandi Vidakovic

Michael Nashaat Nawar Ibrahim
Advisor: Dr. Spiridon A. Reveliotis

Geet Lahoti +
Advisor: Dr. Chun Zhang

Shuang Li +
Advisor: Dr. Yao Xie

Mohammad Abubaker Nahban +
Advisors: Dr. Jianjun Jan Shi and Dr. Yajun Mei

Mostafa Reisi Gahrooei +
Advisors: Dr. Kamran Paynabar and Dr. Jianjun Jan Shi

Ruizhi Zhang +
Advisors: Dr. Yajun Mei and Dr. Jianjun Jan Shi

AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Sampath Adusumilli +
Advisor: Dr. Jerry M. Seitzman

Hisham Kamaleldin Ali +
Advisors: Dr. Robert D. Braun and Dr. Mitchell L.R. Walker

Michael Dwain Bozeman Jr.
Advisor: Dr. Dimitrios N. Mavris

Julian Doreen Brew
Advisors: Dr. Glenn Lightsey and Dr. Marcus Holzinger

German Capuano +
Advisor: Dr. Julian Jose Rimoli

Younghoon Choi +
Advisor: Dr. Dimitrios N. Mavris

Kyung Hak Choo +
Advisor: Dr. Dimitrios N. Mavris

Haoyun Fu +
Advisor: Dr. Dimitrios N. Mavris

Brett Russell Hiller +
Advisor: Dr. Dimitrios N. Mavris

Martijn IJtsma +
Advisor: Dr. Karen Michelle Feigh

Xu Jin +
Advisor: Dr. Wassim M. Haddad

Miaodong Karimi
Advisors: Dr. Devesh Ranjan and Dr. Wenting Sun

Yixing Li +
Advisor: Dr. William Yan

Connie Yu-Chia Liu +
Advisor: Dr. Mitchell L.R. Walker

Abhishek Mishra +
Advisor: Dr. J.V.R. Prasad

Bradley Alan Ochs
Advisor: Dr. Suresh Menon

Sehwan Oh +
Advisor: Dr. Dimitrios N. Mavris

Kazuhide Okamoto
Advisor: Dr. Panagiotis Tsiotras

Nicholas Andrew Rock +
Advisor: Dr. Tim Charles Lieuwen

Dhwanil Pankaj Shukla +
Advisor: Dr. Narayan Menon Komarath

Adam Thomas Sidor +
Advisors: Dr. Robert D. Braun and Dr. Graeme J. Kennedy

Matthew Davis Sirignano
Advisor: Dr. Tim Charles Lieuwen

Aimee Nicole Williams +
Advisors: Dr. Jerry M. Seitzman and Dr. Ben T. Zinn

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Mayank Agrawal
Advisor: Dr. David S. Sholl

Ammar Mazhar Arsiwala +
Advisor: Dr. Ravi Kane

Jacob I. Deneff +
Advisor: Dr. Krista S. Walton

Nathan Chase Ellebracht +
Advisor: Dr. Christopher W. Jones

Julian Thomas Hungerford +
Advisor: Dr. Krista S. Walton

Jisu Jiang +
Advisor: Dr. Paul A. Kohl

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
Aaron William Bivins
Advisor: Dr. Joseph Mark Brown

Dong Gao
Advisor: Dr. James A. Mulholland

Haiping Gao
Advisor: Dr. John C. Crittenden

Mingae Kim +
Advisor: Dr. Konstantinos T. Konstantinidis

Jacqueline Suzanne Knee +
Advisor: Dr. Joseph Mark Brown

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Seongho Ahn +
Advisor: Dr. Kevin A. Haas

Mostafa Faghih Shojaei +
Advisor: Dr. Arash Yavari

Georgene Malone Geary
Advisor: Dr. Yi-Chang Tsai

Qingxu Jin
Advisor: Dr. Kimberly Erin Kurtis

Hanyan Li
Advisor: Dr. Randall L. Guensler

Fangzhou Liu
Advisor: Dr. James D. Frost

Xian Liu
Advisors: Dr. Yang Wang and Dr. Erik J. Verriest

Seth Daniel Mallett
Advisor: Dr. James D. Frost

Ajay Singh Saini
Advisor: Dr. Iris Tien

Ahmad Abdulkareem Shalan +
Advisor: Dr. Lawrence E. Kahn

Xianda Shen
Advisor: Dr. Chloe Fanny Arson
ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Said Salim Hamdan Al Abri + Advisor: Dr. Fumin Zhang
Mohammad Saleh Alhassoun + Advisor: Dr. Gregory David Durgin
Nicholas Paul Bertrand + Advisor: Dr. Christopher John Rozell
Dylan Andrew Crocker + Advisor: Dr. Waymond Ralph Scott Jr.
Anosh Dorab Daruwalla + Advisor: Dr. Farrokh Ayazi
Jonathan Eliezer Gabbay + Advisor: Dr. Waymond Ralph Scott Jr.
Jimmy Georges Donald Hester + Advisor: Dr. Emmanouil M. Tentzeris
Md Obaidul Hossen + Advisor: Dr. Muhammad Saad Bakir
Paul Kim Jo + Advisor: Dr. Muhammad Saad Bakir
Gwangrok Jung + Advisor: Dr. F. Levent Degertekin
Chad Daniel Kersey + Advisor: Dr. Sudhakar Yalamanchili
Yiming Kong + Advisor: Dr. Xiaoli Ma
Yuan Kong + Advisor: Dr. A.P. Meliopoulos
Hussain Hasanali Ladhani + Advisor: Dr. James Stevenson Kenney
Jerrod Scott Langston + Advisor: Dr. Stephen Eugene Ralph
John Zhan Yi Lee + Advisor: Dr. Christopher John Rozell
Wei Li + Advisor: Dr. Chin-Hui Lee
Yun Long + Advisor: Dr. Satyal Mukhopadhyay
Siddharth Mayya + Advisor: Dr. Magnus Egerstedt
Jackson Cameron McCormick + Advisor: Dr. Morris B. Cohen
Karan Mehta + Advisor: Dr. Paul Douglas Yoder
Barry John Muldrey + Advisor: Dr. Abhijit Chatterjee
Ramy Said Nashed Bassely Said + Advisor: Dr. Azad Jafari Naeeemi
Syed Abdullah Nauroze + Advisor: Dr. Emmanouil M. Tentzeris
Anup Prakash Omprakash + Advisor: Dr. John David Cressler
Rahul Shivaji Pawar + Advisor: Dr. Mark A. Clements
Muhammad Umer Qureshi + Advisor: Dr. Santiago Grijalva
Uppili Srinivasan Raghunathan + Advisor: Dr. John David Cressler
Nordine Sebhki + Advisor: Dr. Omer Inan
Hang Shao + Advisor: Dr. Thomas G. Habetler
Arvind Singh + Advisor: Dr. Satyal Mukhopadhyay
Hemin Yang + Advisor: Dr. George F. Riley and Dr. Douglas M. Blough
Jingchi Yang + Advisor: Dr. David C. Keezer
Pyungwoo Yeon + Advisor: Dr. Oliver Brand and Dr. Maysam Ghovanloo
Insik Yoon + Advisor: Dr. Arjit Raychowdhury
Vinson Young + Advisor: Dr. Moinuddin Qureshi
Huan Yu + Advisor: Dr. Madhavan Swaminathan
Munzir Zafar + Advisor: Dr. Seth Hutchinson
Chuanji Zhang + Advisor: Dr. Douglas M. Blough
Shen Zhang + Advisor: Dr. Thomas G. Habetler
Xiaoqing Zhang + Advisor: Dr. Bernard Kippelen
Yipu Zhao + Advisor: Dr. Patricio Vela
Chiyang Zhong + Advisor: Dr. A.P. Meliopoulos
Lijun Zhu + Advisor: Dr. James H. McClellan

NUCLEAR ENGINEERING

Serdar Charyyev + Advisor: Dr. C.K. Wang
Elton Yiyin Chen + Advisor: Dr. Chaitanya S. Deo
Andrew James Conant + Advisor: Dr. Anna Erickson
Gregory Arthur Szalkowski + Advisor: Dr. C.K. Wang

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Thomas James Bowling + Advisor: Dr. Julien Meaud
Hagan Evan Bush + Advisor: Dr. Peter Loutzenhiser
Arnoldo Gerardo Castro Castro + Advisor: Dr. William E. Singhose
Zhe Cheng + Advisor: Dr. Samuel Graham Jr.
Yixuan Feng + Advisor: Dr. Steven Y. Liang
Dongmin Han + Advisor: Dr. Thomas R. Kurfess
Ethan Clark Hilton + Advisor: Dr. Julie Linsey
Taeyoung Kim + Advisor: Dr. Yong Tae Kim
Yanfei Lu + Advisor: Dr. Steven Y. Liang
Veera Manek + Advisor: Dr. Seyed M. Ghiaasiaan
Christopher Michael Miller + Advisor: Dr. Min Zhou
Daniel Alberto Moreno + Advisor: Dr. Marta Hatzell
Adriane Guettler Moura + Advisor: Dr. Alper Erturk
Jinqiang Ning + Advisor: Dr. Steven Y. Liang
Mahmoud Parto Dezfooli + Advisor: Dr. Thomas R. Kurfess
Sandeep R Pidaparti + Advisor: Dr. Devesh Ranjan
Andrew Jeffrey Schrader + Advisor: Dr. Peter Loutzenhiser
Katherine Marie Scott + Advisor: Dr. Laurence J. Jacobs
Ruoyu Song + Advisor: Dr. Cassandra Telenko
Christopher Edward Sugino + Advisors: Dr. Alper Erturk and Dr. Massimo Ruzzene
Christine Louise Taylor + Advisor: Dr. Suresh K. Sittaraman
Eric James Tervo + Advisors: Dr. Baratunde Aole Cola and Dr. Zhuomin Zhang
Megan Elizabeth Tomko + Advisors: Dr. Julie Linsey and Dr. Wendy C. Newstetter
Peiyan Yang + Advisor: Dr. Zhuomin Zhang
Fangyuan Zhou + Advisors: Dr. Cheng Zhu and Dr. Hang Lu
Yuanzheng Zhu + Advisor: Dr. Cyrus K. Aidun
Interdisciplinary Degrees
Master of Science

ANALYTICS
Interdisciplinary with the College of Computing, the Scheller College of Business, and the College of Computing

Srinath Vijay Abburi +
Mohit Aggarwal
Mostafa Alattar
Alen Aic
Evan Bream Althouse
Sirisha Amilineni +
Kwabena Amen +
Dhilip Amuday Anise II
Christopher David Armstrong
Ishika Arora
Rahul Arora
Ian Edward Avilez
Gautam Awalegaonkar
Roya Ali Babayev
Stephen James Baillio +
Sudarshan Balachandran +
Indra Banerjee +
Ayishih Kizzy Bellew +
Brian Miller Beringer
Venkatesh Subramanian
Bharadwaj +
Ishita Bindlish +
Dmitriy Y. Blaginin
James Lawrence Bonifield
Kireeti Gupta Boorla
Zachary L. Bowden
James Joseph Boyle
Cameron Michael Bradley
Jason Irving Brandt +
Georg E. Burdell
Robert Craig Campbell +
Mariana A. Campili-Warren
Allison Marie Carr +
Daniel Alexander Cazzaniga +
Kevin LokHang Chan +
Christopher Chang
Mallika Vijay Chawda
Peter Cheng Chen
Zili Chen
Yi Si Chiang
Kevin Hyeong Jun Cho
Josh Chen Chu +
Paul Spencer Compton
Nathan Lindquist Cook
Christopher Elia Curtis +
Cameron Joseph Darling
Souvik Das
Kristen Filipek Davis +
Shawn Casey Davis
Matthew Thomas Deluca
Joshua Alexander Demeo
Jourdan Elizabeth Devies +
Sai Prashanth Reddy Devireddy +
Aaron Dick
Tien T. Dinh
Andrew Joseph Doss +
Quan Yi Duan +
Michael Gerard Eilbacher +
Lei Fan +
Shuhao Fan
Chandler Kristen Ferguson
Kristin Anne Fitzgerald +
Christina Booth Flicker +
Matthew Ellis Fox +
Jasmine Fu
Kevin Francis Furlong
Sean Alexander Furrier +
Aymee Garcia Lopez Gavilan +
Andrew Giannotto
Keyi Gimpel +
Miguel Angel Guevara
Swati Gupta +
Marcel Gwerder +
Patrick David Hackett +
Dakota Austin Hauersler +
Daniel E. Hawks
Joseph Henn
Alan Emerson Higgins
James Matthew Holbrook
Jeffrey Hong
Chong Hou
Peng Hou +
Emily Temple Huskins +
Samantha Lee Jaeger
Yinuo Jiang
Jian Jia
Jennifer Stanford Johnson +
Nolan Tyler Johnson +
Darcy Virginia Johnston
Antony Manoj Joseph
Jamie Gudeon Joseph +
Zachary Abraham Josephson +
Achuth Sanjay Joshi
Orestis Kaitezidis +
Yu Kan +
Levi Brooks Kanwischer
Rajesh Kavadik +
Amit Kumar Kesarwani +
Angelo Raphael Khoury +
Donghyun Kim
Tyler William Knight
William J. Koppelman
Deepti Krishnan
Michael Lee Krueger
Uma Shankar Kulasekaran
Nitin Kumar
Santosh Kumar
Ali Mujtaba Lakdawala
Sarah May-Yi Lau +
Quang Gia Le
Chen Yong Lee
Kevin Jehoon Lee +
Tess Marin Leggio
Yuchen Liang +
Jared Lee Linson +
John David Lithio +
David Andy Liu +
Kunwei Liu
Xiaoayao Liu
Kayla Mae Looney
Mayur Laxman Mahajan +
Shraeysas Tejasvi Margan
Benjamin Keith Marrone +
Bryan Marthin
Joel Charles Mc Koy
Sean Michael Mcowen
Saurav Mehra +
Manish Mehta
David Milmont
Ismael Montes Ruiz
Alexander Antonio Moran +
Joseph A. Mosby
Daniel R. Mower
Sinchan Mukherjee +
Ian W. Murray
Stephanie Nagel
Abhishek Nahar
SaiKeerthi Priya Nallagatla +
Pragya Paramita Nayak
Adarsh Nednur
Christopher Wayne Nelson +
Victor P. Ng +
Eric James-Andrew Oconnor
Divya Paduvalli
George Anthony Pappy
Pranam Partab +
Mathews Pattumakil Mani +
Ting Peng +
Alan Daniel Penkar +
Connor Gates Perkett
Michael John Karl Petrey
Reid Myatt Pickford
Suzi Pike
Daron Scott Prater +
Kiran Purushotham
Nirupam Pratap Reddy
Purushothama +
Navya Puspati +
Jonhua Qin
Anubhav Rana +
Nayana Ranjan
Rishi Jonathan Rebello
Cydney Anderson Rechtin +
Allan Reyes
Justin Wiederhold Rezende
Shauna Elise Robertson +
Sur Samtani +
Ivan Alexander Santillan
Raja Shanti Ranjan Sarkar +
Erik Hetzer Schefstad
Rachel Megan Shah +
Nikhilesh Sharma
Hongyangyang Shi
Laura T. Silvajaet +
Ravi Prakash Singh
Sudhanshu Raj Singh +
Alexander Sitaras +
Lauren Elizabeth Skorb +
David Avery Sluder
Thomas Catton Slusher
Angela King Smiley +
Chandini Soni
Daniel Robert Sumpter
Anthony Suryabudi +
Xiao Tan
Shanoya Ashli Taylor +
Soumya Sree Telkala +
Duc Thai
Ujjwal Kumar Thakur
Timothy Kim Guan Tja-Gan
Mihir Tulpule
Nirmal Venkatachalam +
Daniel Wang +
Kyle David West +
Courtney Elise Whalen +
Carlos Enrique White +
James Michael Wiggins
Qiong Wu
Zhiqin Wu +

Master’s Degree Candidates
Helen Xu
Zepeng Xu
Quan Xue
Eric Andrew Yablunosky
Xinyun Yang +
Man Wai Winnie Yeung +
Sanghyeon Yi +
Hairong Yin
Beinuo Zhang
Chang Shuo Zheng +
Lu Zheng
Fang Xiao Zhou
Jieying Zhu

COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Interdisciplinary with the College of Computing, the College of Sciences, and the College of Engineering

Aastha Agrawal
Mu Bai
Jiahui Bao
Rodrigo Borela Valente +
Donghua Cai +
Zhiwen Chen
Anmol Naresh Chhabria
Hyungu Choi
Devyani Choudhary
Jia Hao Cui
Diyve Parash Gala
Dong Gao
Xinghua Gao +
Dongmin Han +
Yuqing Hu +
Pecheng Hua
Mark David Jackson +
Rui Jia
Jinhao Jiang
Pooja Khurana +
Xiangyu Kong
Zongyi Li
Fangzhou Liu +
Yang Liu
Lijian Long
Deepti James Madathany
Nora Camilla Mencinger
Isabella Reyna Choi Nang
Hongyu Ouyang
Xiyu Ouyang
Shihan Qiu
Ren Ren
Nimisha Roy +
Somdut Roy +
Muhammad Osama Sakhi
Hemanth Sarabu
Xianda Shen
Thomas John Starshak +
Peiyuan Sun
Mingheng Wang
Xinglan Wang
Shan Xiong
Penghao Xu
Bowen Yang
Linyu Yao
Asra Yousuf
Ruxi Zhang
Yi Zhang +
Yuanlai Zhou
Yuxin Zhou
Huiying Zhu
Jiawei Zhu
Haiyu Zou

QUANTITATIVE AND COMPUTATIONAL FINANCE
Interdisciplinary with the Scheller College of Business, the College of Sciences, and the College of Engineering

Arushi Bhansali
Anmol Bharaj
Samuel Henderson Bolduc
Kyle Harrison Cavanaugh
Rishab Chauhan
Yulin Chen
Zeyu Chen
Junzi Cheng
Nirav Hemendra Chokshi
Kerui Cui
Vincent Joseph Farrugia III
Veronica A. Fulton
Ishan Shrikrishna Gaikwad
Haripriya Gopikrishnan Nair
Akshat Goyal
Moyi Guo
Wenyi Jiang
Anirudh Kamineni
Mohit Kashyap
Poornima Sai Chowdary
Krothapalli
Sumanth Reddy Kudumula
Ayush Kumar
Xin Lai
Robin Lam
Danning Li
Wuding Li
Lisha Liu
Sanket Maheshwari
Sajal Maheshwary
David Jeffery Mason
Reed Thomas Mcdonnell
Dheeraj Simha Reddy Nalabolu
Praneeth Pabba
Venkata Nageswara Srikar
Polasanapalli
Yuxiao Qin
Navneeth Ravichandran
Malik A. Rivera Morris
Yajnaseni Savarna
Aman Shishodia
Jayachandra Shivapla
Hardeep Singh
Joshua Lee Smith
Ashwini Solanki
Yixin Sun
Sri Hari Pavan Suryadevara
Sowmya Tata
Zhikang Wang
Haoyun Yang
Yuan Yin
Yebo Zhai
Xuyu Zhang

HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION
Interdisciplinary with the College of Computing, the Ivan Allen College of Liberal Arts, the College of Design, and the College of Sciences

Meghan Jean Galanif
Josiah Michael Mangiameli
Pranav Nair +
Manasee Narvilkar
Alexandra M. Nguyen
Akhil Vinay Oswal +

BIOENGINEERING
Interdisciplinary with the College of Computing and the College of Engineering

Daniel R. Potter

STATISTICS
Interdisciplinary with the College of Sciences and the College of Engineering

Dingyi Cai
Han Chen
Stephanie Ann Cipollone
Guangyu Cui
Jianan Ding
Yutao Gong
Akshay Govindaraj
Wenchun Guo
Elizabeth Julia Krizay +
Jiaheng Li
Yuqi Li
Jie Liang
Xinyue Liu
Xueying Liu
Peiyuan Sun
Yixian Zhai
Siyu Zhang
Haoyu Zhou
Haiyu Zou

CYBERSECURITY
Interdisciplinary with the College of Computing, the Ivan Allen College of Liberal Arts, and the College of Engineering

Celal Cagri Akgunduz
Mohammed Isam Al Bayat +
Saleem Eidah Al Harthi +
Mohammed Ali Al Mintakh +
Mohammed Saleh Al Mulfi +
Hasan Saud A. Al-Ahmadi +
Rana Yaqoub Al-Nujaidi +
Maha M. Al-Suhaie +
Wessam A. Al-Zamil +
Mansour E. Al-Zayani +
Mohammad Ahmed Alaboodi +
Moayyed Saleh Albargan +
Naser Aldossary +
Emad M. Alraida +
Abdulmajeed Jamal AlFayez +
Reem Abdullah Algarawi +
Ahmad Ali Alghaffi +
Abdulrahman S. Alghaseb +
Ali Abdullah Ali Alhussaini +
Hassan Ali Mohammad Alkathim +
Ahmad Mohammad Alkhoraidly +
Abdullah Khalid Almadani +
Sarah Adel Almansour +
Mohammed Yousef M. Alnajdi +
Hussam H. Alotaibi +
Fahad Abdullah Alqarni +
Abdulaziz Abdulrahman Alrushaid +
Hamad Alrwais +
Badi Makki AlSaleh +

+ Summer Graduate

GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Nemer Khalid Alyami +
Abdulrahman Jassem Alzaman +
John William Anderson
Raed Mahmoud Bahomaid +
Sahana C.
Ming Shin Chen +
Mikaila Sarah Daniel
Abdullah T. Fairaq +
Changyu Feng
Cesar Berger Harari
Priyanshu Jaiwar
Jubin Daniel James
Utkarsh Kiran Kattishettar
Vishal Vasav Mehta
Joseph H. Min
Mohammed A. Momenah +
Joseph Rice
Aditi Kamlesh Shah
Yifei Yang
Laban Paul Zscheile

College of Computing
Master of Science

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Sachin +
Smriti
Mohamed Saeed Fawy Abdelrazik
Christopher Thomas Abel
Nabeela Abidi
Alexander Abramov +
Carlos Naoto Abreu Takemura
Varsha Vadhiraj Achar +
Lucas Michael Ackerman
Robert Chase Adams +
Nishitha Manjappa Adaranthe
Keith L. Adkins
Svetlana Afanasueva
Ankit Agarwal
Nitika Agarwal
Sanharsh Aglave
Varun Agrawal +
Syed Yaser Ahmed
Kihoon Ahn +
Tae Wook Ahn
Akshilesh A. Aji
Mehmet Akbulut
John Otukunke Akinfele
Suman Akkinepally
Kannan Alagiri Raj
Gregory Aldahondo
Geeverughese Alexander Jr.
Haytham Ali
Siraj Ali
Syed Haseen Ali +
Jaime Allauca
Clayton Trebor Allen
Veronica Ellen Allgaier
Aimon Samir Allouache
Reed Steven Alred +
Mohammed Alqasemi
Filipe Altoe
Abdulazeez Ajewole Alugo
Alon Amar
Peter An +
Lloyd Davidson Anderson
Zachary Paul Anderson
Lauren Elizabeth Ando +
Colin Joseph Andrews +
Michael A. Anzulis
Stan Arejevs
Frank Peter Argain
David Arif Alam +
Ankit Arora
Ujjwal Arora
Balasubramani Arunachalam +
David Emmanuel Asaf
Gabriel Lawrence Ashe +
Harris Ashraf
Joseph Atalla
David Awad
Gregory Thomas Back +
Seungkwan Bryan Back
Uday Bag
David H. Bailey
David Paul Bailey
Austin Lawrence Bailie +
Victor Bajenaru
Jaspreet Singh Bajwa
Radu Balaban +
Sanjay Banerjee
Archit Bansal
Robert Michael Barbier
Anthony Francis Barone +
Daniel Bauer
Negar Bayati
Bryan Lee Baysinger
Christopher J. Beckenbach
Joy Ann Beckenbach
Andrew Michael Joel Becker
Matthew Scott Becker
Anthony William Belton
Douglas Michael Bergman
Adam Laufer Berman
Rushabh Naishadhkumar Bhansali
Prashanth Kumar Bharath
Rishabh Bhardwaj
Harinarayanan Mulukunte Bhatta Lakshminarasimha
Robert F. Bigelow Jr. +
Jose Nathan Bigio
Christopher Albert Bischke
Sumanto Biswas
Allan R. Bittan
Kennon Douglas Bittick +
Lerone John David Bleasdale
W. Brian Blevins
Jan Bobek
Ryan Philip Boeckermann
Justin Allen Bolling
Ahmed Shabib Bolwar +
Denis Borchev
Joshua Steven Borges
Giulio Borghesi
Daniel Joshua Boros +
Sujay Satish Bothe
Jamale Dalen Bowen
Morgan Christopher Bradley +
John Bradshaw +
Benjamin R. Bray
Ryan Mark Marigomen
Maxwell Avery Brion +
Ross Alan Broderson
Connor Graham Brogan
Albert Thomas Brouilllette
Anthony Xavier Brown
Ian Mayo Brown
James Edward Brown Jr.
Jeremy Allen Brown
Sean Michael Brown
Federico Laitano Brubacher
Robert Packard Bryant III
Yiwen Bu
Luiz Tadeu Bucci +
Amisha Amit Buch
David Sinclair Buchanan
Kevin Lloyd Buley
Chad Elliott Burns
Paul Andrew Burrows +
Robert Alexander Andreyevich Butenko +
Nicholas Scott Button
Benjamin Edward Byrd
Romeo Stephan Cabanban
James Leonidas Caldwell III
Leonardo Ernesto Camacho Aguilera
Manuel Alejandro Candal
Andrew Burgess Cann Jr. +
Joshua Cannell
Graham Cantor-Cooke
Nolan Capehart
Brett Andrew Carpenter
Diana Carrington +
Christopher Adam Carter +
Alejandro Casanas
Abel Israel Castilla
Alan Cespides
Gozele Cetin
Adriana Aylin Ceylan
Carlos Alberto Chacon
Sreedhar Babu Chahanapally
Yixiao Chai
Daniel Richard Challis
Brian K. Chan +
James Chungyu Chan
Malcolm John Chance
Shobhit Chandra
Daniel Chang +
James Charles Chapman
Aritra Chatterjee +
Nupur Chatterji
Aaheli Chattopadhyay
Ameet Sunil Chauhal +
Arti Chauhan
Preeti Chayapathi
Vasudevan Chelliah +
Surabhi Amit Chembra
Jing Dao Chen
Jiwei Chen
Nelson Jinu Chen
Richard S. Chen
Xi Chen +
Xueying Chen
Yihe Chen
Yingqing Chen +
Yanzhe Cheng
Havish Chennamraj
Gary Ka Wai Cheung
Divya Sai Chilakalapudi Venkata
Venkata Chinnna Rao Chintapalli
Steven Kyuho Cho
Nachiappan Chockalingam +
Summer Graduate
Woo Yong Choi
Sendhil M. Chokkalingam
Gajanan Dundappa Chougule
Yiorgos Perikles Christakis
Kyle Matthew Christian
Duc Trong Chu +
Bura Chuhadar
Jean Daniel Chung Fuk Yuen
John Ciacia
Christopher Michael Cicotta
Federico Antonio Ciner
Scott R. Clark
Matthew Edward Clarke
Mark Evan Clifford
Brett Robert Coburn
Jacob Samuel Colega
Stuart G. Colianni
Peter John Colon
Micah James Colvin
Temujin Cordova
Asher D. Cornelius
Jason Eric Cornwell
James Kiley Corwell +
William Charles Cottrill
Anthony Ray Coulter
Brandon Ashley Craig
Scott Michael Cruwys
Minming Cui +
Jakob Culebro Reyes
William Oliver Culp
Brendan Daniel Curran
Charlie William Curtis
Lane Dennis Dalan
Marin Danielov Dantchev
Saurabh Sai Davala
Paul Leslie Davis +
Sandra Ann Davis
Philip Alan Dawson
Roy Edward De Kleijn +
Timothy Earl Deeb-Swihart II
Christopher Alan DeJager +
Michael Sean Denny +
Manoj Desaraju
Bradley Matthew Despres
Ashutosh Sharma Devkota
Daniel Anthony Deychakivsky +
Sagar Rajesh Dhana
Praveen Kumar Dhanuka
Dhiraj Dhule
Sean Diamond
Christopher Ciro Dilorenzo +
Shuo Ding
Richard Doan +
Philip Cesar Balitic Docena
Hongying Dong
Dhiraj Donthi
Alexandr Valerevich Dorofeyev
Dhairya Manish Doshi
Joseph William Dougherty
Timothy Charles Downey +
Nathan Bradley Drake +
Zachary Ira Drillings
Anish Malcolm Dsouza
Du The Du +
Benjamin Marthinus Du Preez
Shreya Chandrama Dubey
Matthew David Dubuque +
Timothy George Dunham
Kevin Alexander Dunn
Melvin Maurice Dunn III
Nakul Dureja
Debasatwa Dutta
Nicholas Daniel Eagan
Dominic A. Eccher
Osarugue Laura Egharevba +
Andre Eid
Efosa Elaiho
Abdurahman Elkugia +
Jacob Scott Elliott
Stephen Troy Ellis
Hal Connor Elrod
Benjamin John Emmett
Jongsung Eo
Zackory Michael Erickson
Autumn Evans
Matthew George Faenza
Ehsan Falaki
Qijun Fang
Shahzada Farhad
Trenton Anthony Faris
Alexander Nevin Farmer
Scott Charles Farner
Md Ishtiaqur Rahman Farooqui +
Gerhard Jose Feichtinger +
David Charles Feldman
Erik Taylor Feldman
Andrew Ferguson
Waduge Pradeep Rangana
Fernando +
Brandon T. Fields
David D. Fihn Jr.
Benjamin Henry Fischer +
Michael Adam Fischer
Austin Garrett Fletcher
Tomasz Florkiewicz
Alexander C.R. Fordyce +
Ethan Patrick Fortner +
Nicholas Brian Fowler
Joshua Jerome Fox
Joshua Scott Fox
Christopher Post Fredrickson
Matthew A. Freihaut
Patrick Friedrich
Thomas Joseph Fritz +
Austin Blake Fry
Lihua Fu +
Xiaomeng Fu
Zheng Fu
Dan Fujita
Mark Fuller
Jonathan Fung
Parth Gaggar
Roshan Gajurel +
Kyle William Gale
Prem Sagar Gali
Daniel Gander
Lalitha Thulasani Ganesan +
Evan Davis Gausband
Sameer Michael Gavaskar
Jayanth Gavula
Josef Franz Geiger
Joseph C. George
Smita Basil George
Naud Zereghi Ghebre
Brian Christopher Gibbon
Dennis Reed Gibson
James Michael Gilbert
Kasif Lionel Gilbert
Jesse Dale Gillespie
Thomas Arthur Gish Jr.
Phillip Craig Glau
Himanshu Goel
Manasa Gogineni
Himanshu Goel
Maxim Gogineni
Woo Chan Goh +
Chris Hibler
Brittany Hidder
Abhilasha Hegde
Ayaz Hemani
Joshua Hendinata
Spencer and Charlotte Henson
George Barnett Herson
Michael Winfried Hesse
Chris Hibler
Shawn M. Hiemstra +
Itzak Samuel Hinojosa
Travis Kalev Hint
Max Hirsch +
Christopher Kenneth Hobbs
Garrett Lee Hoffman
Joshua Edward Hoffman
Thomas Wendell Holladay +
Blake Andrew Holtzen
Joseph Michael Hong +
Hannah Marie Hopkins +
Ronald Christopher Hopper
+ Summer Graduate
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Alex Andrew Hortin
Reza Hosseiny
Ronnie G. Howard
Changwen Hsieh
Diana PiaHon Hsieh
Minyi Hu
Patrick Hu
Yang Hu
Yuan Shan Hu
Jian Hu
Hao Huang
Jianhua Huang
Michael Huang
Qiang Huang
Nicholas John Hudak
William Kelly Hudgins
Robert James Hunter
Brady Lee Hurlburt
Felix Stanley Andalo Ingari
Isabella Ip +
Aaron Benjamin Jackson
Nicholas Stephen Jackson
Daniel Martin Jacobson
Apurv Jain +
Neha Jain
Bhavani Sai Jaladanaki
Akshay Jayaprabha Dasan
Jenita Lydia Jebasingh
Abdul Haseeb Jehangir
Shenhai Jiang
Shimeng Jiang
Xiaolu Jiang
Jing Jin
Andrew Jo
Changyeon Jo +
Jeyanth Paul John Britto
Jobin J. Johnson
Matthew James Jolly
Christopher Jones
Cory Robert Jones +
Daniel Ryan Jones
William Alfred Jordan
Marcos Jose Jorge
Vargheese O. Joseph
Arth Joshi
Changkuan Ju
Jeetvish Juneja
Gaurav Sameer Juvekar
Tanjida Kahir +
Vidyashree Vinayak Kodalkar
Sudip Kafle
Prakriti Kaini +
Sachin Kakkar
Diya Kalicheti +
Ismail Shabbir Kalimi
Raymond Mbuyi Kalonji
Chaitanya Vasant Kamath
Daniel P. Kane
McKenzie Scott Kane
Ting-Yu Kang
Yashu Kang
Shreyaa Karnawat
Gandharv Kashinath
Dinesh Kasti
Gleb Katenin
Hitesh Kathuria
Rohith Kayathi
Jestin Lamar Keaton +
Brian Leo Keenan
William Thomas Keller
Zachary P. Keller
James Edward Kemper +
Sumit Keswani +
Hussain Haroon Khan
Rafique Uddin Khan
Mangala Khandekar
Shwetabh Khanduja
Kanad Khanna
Joshua B. Killingsworth
Byungwoo Kim
Jacob Hanbeen Kim
Jitae Kim
Keun Jae Kim +
Nam Yoon Kim
Neil Rodney Kimber
Spencer David King
Daniel Kirel
Marc J. Kirschner
Daniel Joseph Klass
Giorgi Kochishvili +
Kevin Thomas Koehncke
Andrew Kogler
Joewie J. Koh +
Benjamin Alvin Kohler
Prajnali Manesh Kokare
Sai Krishna Kokkonda
Sri laxmi Komanduri
Sven Koppany
Ahmed Abu ElFoutoh Korany
Kyle B. Kosc
Ali Reza Kousari
Dana Alyse Koutske
Narayanan Krishnamoorthy +
Sriram Pathangi Krishnan
Ian R. Krumanocker
John Dux Ktejik
Swapna Sunil Kulkarni
Akash Jayanth Kumar
Arun Kumar
Harish Kumar
Mayank Manish Kumar
Sumit Kumar +
Akanksha Kumar
Anirban Kundu +
Anju Joseph Kuzhimattathil
Felix Bonard Kwizera +
William Gabriel Kwok +
YongHoong Kwon
Randy Wang-ngai Kwong +
Vincent La +
Christian A. Laboy +
Marc Philip Lacayo +
Jason D. Laehn +
Ritikaa Lalla
Calvin Lam
Justin Taylor Lanahan
Tyler C. Landle
Michael Robert Landolfi
Hector Augusto Lasso
Charlotte Suzanne Lawson +
Nguyen Xuan Le
Chiu-Fang Lee
Daniel Delmer Lee +
Jackson Connolly Lee
Jin Long Lee
Jingeun Lee +
Jiun-Yu Lee
Jowei Lee +
Keng Siang Lee +
Keun-Hwi Lee
Shawn Lee
Xia Lee
Laxmi Narasimha Reddy Lekkala
Matthew Goeden Lenarz
Stephen C. Leonard
Christopher Frank Lettieri
Tony Chinap Leung
Omer Lev-Ran
Jonathan Saul Levy
Bradford Li Xiang Li +
Chao Li
Hao Li
Henghao Li
Mengru Li
Peng Li
Qianzhen Li
Wei Li +
Chia Hsuan Liang
Xue Liang +
Lu Lin
Ping Lin
Conner Lines +
Beiwen Liu
Bo Li +
Dan Liu
Jian Liu +
Jun Liu
Wenjin Liu
Wuping Liu
Xiting Liu
Yi Liu +
Zeren Liu
Zhanhao Liu
Zhongtao Liu
Zuolin Liu
Pol Llado
Andrew Lo
Daniel Lobato Garcia
John Daniel Lonai
Chad William Long +
James Thomas Looney
Maciel Lopez III
Marina Lopez Jaimez +
Trevor Michael Loranger +
Kent Lorenz +
BJ Andrew Lougee
Jared O’Neal Lovin +
Evan Robert Jonisch Lowell
James Richard Lowrey
Ruoran Lu +
Zhiren Lu
Joseph Tran Lucas
Richard Aymer Lucas +
Christopher Grey Lugos
Andrew Lum +
Tanner Gary Lund
Hao Luo +
Minh Luong
Nicholas Lynberg
Jeremy Craig Lyon
Zilong Lyu
Sishuang Ma
Scott Andrew Maccombie
Camden Owen MacDonald
Gregory Thomas Macdonald
Julie Marie Machamer
Richard Al Macias +
Yevgeniy M. Magdel
Khushhall Chandra Mahajan
Rishabh Nirad Mahajan
Michael William Maher
Aliaksei Makayed
Rathnakara Udre Malatesha
Kapil Malhotra
Poonam Malhotra
Michael Wayne Mallo
Shantanu M. Mantri
Laura Jessica Martin Avalos
Michael John Martinez
Ricardo Jose Martinez
Nelitza Martinez-Vega
Matthew Eric Martino
Matthew Alan Martz
Shubra Marwaha
Akshay Sunil Masare
Paul Maserrat
Sonia Vadakkenmury Mathew
Joella Regina Mathias
Sean Patrick Matthews
Sushma Mattupalli
Mihir Dileep Mavalankar
Amy Ann Maxwell
Michael Mazur
John Mcdonald
James Michael McGarrah
Charles John McGinnis
Haley Jolene McKee
Donald McKinnon Jr.
John Paul Meanor
Jordan Hartz Medley-Warsoff
Aditi B. Mehta
Nihar Nikhil Mehta
Oleg Melnikov
Jean Carlos Mendez Lopez
William Thomas Meenes III
Keith Mathew Mertan
Venkata Narsing Rao Metpally
Fiona Erin Meyer-Teruel
Jeffrey Todd Miller Jr.
Michael Steven Miller
Robert Ashley Miller
Brian Michael Minter
Hasan Asif Mirza
Shahmeer Ali Mirza
Joshua Blair Mitchell
Anjan Mitra
Madhu Mohan
Ming Foong Mok
Alexander John Molnar
Wai Cheng Moo
Clinton James Moore
Robert Allan Morehead
Luke Andrew Morrill
Zane Motiwala
Pradyumna Vengere Mukunda
Mark E. Mullison
Alekhya Munagala
Carlos Mario Munoz
Marcela Rocio Murillo
James L. Murray
Jason C. Myers
Deepika N.
Shoudhariya Nagalingam
Sudharshan Nagumallu
Natarajan
Gabriel Nakajima An
Wafa Nabi Ep Jenzi
Sankaranarayanan Ma
Nambodiri
Edwin Navarro
Gautham Mathivanth Nayak
David Nazarov
Waly Kebe Ndao
Andrew James Neville
Don Q. Nguyen
Justin Nguyen
Ken Nguyen
Tien Trong Nguyen
Kevin J. Niemczyk
Jianxing Niu
Xiaofu Niu
Robert Niznik
Vinicius de Lima Nogueira
Kara Norton
Michael Anthony Vernon Novak
Michael Desmond O’Connor
Alex William O’Sullivan
Ryan William Oberfelder
Senthil Kumaran Obla Ramesh Babu
Gerry Oei
ChangSeok Oh
Laurie Ann Ohan
Dean Joseph Olsen
Matthew Joseph Oneill
Oscar M. Ornelas
Gianluca Ortolani
Esteban Ossa Alarcon
Asutosh Palai
Kelly Marie Palmer
Shardendu Pandey
Pavitakumar Panirselvam
Ji Hun Park
Sang Hyun Park
Sang Yun Park
Erik Parra
Mark Russell Parrish
Radhika Pasari
Jonathan Thomas Passmore
Venkata Kishore Patcha
Mohil A. Patel
Rajal Sunil Patel
Tejas Patel
Ajay Ashok Patil
Ross Kenneth Mckenzie Paton
Suman Paul
Matias Paulse
Samuel B. Paulissian Jr.
John Constantine Pavlakos
Brian Peace
Carolyn Jeanne Pearce
Vivian Zhao Pednekar
Jaime Daniel Pena
Anjan Piao
Cheng Peng
James Shi Peng
Luis Alberto Perea
Narayan Datt Persaud Jr.
James Anthony Peruggia
Landan Kyle Peters
Ruth Ann Petit-bois
Nicholas Joseph Petosa
Alex Huy Pham
Justin Allen Phillips
Julius Kevin Phu
Laura Beth Pike
Cailin Avery Pitt
Bren Tyler Pittsenbarger
Pulkit Piyush
Benjamin Alexander Polk
Rahul Poonia
Kyle Carter Post
Rajesh Pothamsetty
Caleb Daniel Powell
Christopher Erik Powell
Hunter Powers
Kumle Nikit Prabhu
Prakash Bhushan Pradhananga
Matthew Martin Prior
Maurice Pruna
Fan Pu
Ross Lawrence Puent
Vijaya Kumar Purleshali
Thimmajaya
Lily Pytel
Mu Qiao
Nan Qin
Michael Qiu
Eric Michael Rader
Molsin Rahim
Shyam Rai
Vijayendra Shastha Rajaram
Mona Rahjans
Srirangam Rengeswamy Ramarajan
Sankar Ganesh Ramaswamy
Charles Douglas Ramey
Aravind Ramakrishnan
Ranganathan
Girish Umamahes Rao
Umamaheshwara
Mayoor Rao
Pranav Pradeep Rao
Brandon Adam Raphael
Keith Patrick Rausch
Sowmithri Ravi
Gopal Ravindran
Adhithya Ravishankar
Soumendu Bay
Zaheer Razak
Brom Quinn Rector
Matthew Weatherley Redington
Daniel Charles Reeves
Eric Scott Reeves
Erich Ian Renken
Richard Thomas Reper
Matthew William Resch
John Elden Guinto Revano
Jose Reyes
Allan Reyes Xochihua
Walter Richard Rhyner
Christopher James Riiikonen
Bryce Leitn Roberts
Cheryl Lynn Roberts
Andrew Benjamin Robertson
Tyler Austin Rodgers
Jeremy Isaac Rosenfeld
Jakub Marek Roth
Miles George Rufat-Latre
Pearl D. Ruparel
Muhammad Farooq Sabir
Nitish Sachar
Chris Saden

+ Summer Graduate
Sena Sahin
Sohdeep Singh Sahni
Prathul Deepak Sahu
Dhruv Saksena
Genaro Felix Salierno
Arturo Samanez
Roland William Samuelson Jr.
Brandon Tyler Sanders
David Ian Sandler
Andres Ramon Santana
Hernandez
Kevin Lyndon Sapp
Mohammed Solaiman Sarraj
Sai Vamsi Krishna Sarvepalli
Houman Satarian
Vasileios Saveris
Gaurav Saxena
Lauren Nicole Saxton
Erik Andrew Schafer
Arthur Carl Schang Jr.
Jeffrey Alan Schiborski
Mark Edward Schill
Kevin Dean Schnell
Zachary Lewis Schoenberger
Steven Joseph Seidman
Tony Seing
Gavin Patrick Sellers
Mikiyas Girma Seme
Robert Culberson Senkbeil
Marzia Sepe
Edward Robert Serzo
Gurdane Knight Singh Sethi
Alaa Abd AlRahman Shafaee
Arihan Shah
Malav Hiren Shah
Churen Shao
Han Shao
Heng Shao
Lin Shao
Qian Shao
Terry Hsu Sharp
Eric Chien-Li Sheng
Het Piyush Sheth
Hamsaraj Shetty
Vipluv Ganesh Shetty
Olesia Shevchik
Jeff Boyu Shi
Yingqiong Shi
Thomas John Shields
Isaac Steven Shiffman
Chiu Yu Shih
Akshay Gangadhar Shinde
Gurkirat Singh Sidhu
Camilo Andres Sierra Caceres
Jin Yong Sim
Justin Lee Simon
Vedran Simunovic
Justin Landers Singer
Amar Singh
Jasmit Singh
Karmaveer Singh
Mohitdeep Singh
Rajdeep Singh
Shraddha Singh
Rajat Singhal
Shweta Singhal
Anthony Singhavong
Niranjan Sivasambu
Prashanth Sivasankaran
Nicolas Six
Jonathan Frederick Skeate
Craig Ernest Skinfill
Brandon Alfred Skinner
Jonathan Paul Skrip
Nathan Isaac Smeal
Henry Pearson Smith
Kevin James Smith
Minh Quang Smith
Wesley Carlisle Smith
Hitesh Solanky
Madhusudhan Sollaapura
Chandrashekar
David Hector Somocurcio
Michael Jaewoo Son
Wenshen Song
Srijan Sood
Amanda J. Spar
Joseph Robert Spracklen
Shubang Sridhar
Deepak Kandhadai Srikanth
Madhav Srinath
Shivendra Srivastava
Jarrod Chet St. Louis
Charles Gregory Stanford
Sean Luis Stecker
Brad Alan Steiner
John Lee Steiner
Evan Stenger
Benjamin Edward Stickrod
Brian Ashley Still
Christian Antonio Stober
Mathew Erik Struble
Joseph C.C. Su
Li Su
Liu Su
Tian Su
Jingyang Sui
Jason Lorents Sullivan
Jiankun Sun
Lishi Sun
Christopher Glenn Surguine
Vijay Prakash Tadinada
Aarsh S. Talati
Kimiko Christine Tam
Tsz Yeung Tam
Andy Tsu Liang Tan
Edwin Tan
John C. Tan
Zhenning Tan
Steven Yizhuo Tang
Yuze Tang
Zhaoing Tang
Dominique A. Telfort
Jayme Francis Temple II
Tawan Teopipithaporn
Nam Thanh Thai
Emmanuel Sebastien Thomas
Justine Thomas
Timothy Wayne Thomas
Brandyn Christopher Thornton
Michael Anthony Thornton
Sachin Thundiyl Sany
Ye Tian
Jason Bartlett Tiller
Richard Bradley Tilley
Gangadhar Timilsina
Billy J. Tobon
Ryan Dale Toler
Lijun Tong
Salvatore Demetrios Tornambene
Gregory Patrick Tracy
Hoang Viet Tran
Adam Michael Treharne
Paul Triantafyllou
Nancy Trinh
Jason R. Trinklein
Wilson Tsao
Ranjit Tulasi
William Daniel Turczyn
Louae Oreville Tyoan
Omasirichukwu Joseph Udeinya
Andrew Joel Ullman
Srinivas Suresh Upadhya
Diego Frias Vacanti
Christopher Miller Vaccarello
Aditya Milind Vadhavkar
Sarvagya Vaish
Diego Octavio Valverde Garro
Lohit Vankineni
Raj Vansia
Sukeerthi Varadarajan
Bogdan Aleksandrovich Varlamov
Kajal Varma
Nilesh Varudkar
Macedonio Austin Vazquez
Mario Andres Vazquez
Vincent Verdier
Daniel Vetter
Sachin Vijay Kumar
Venkatesh Vijaykumar
Carlos Villa
Dilraj Virdi
Aarthi Vishwanathan
Srider Viswanathan
Mark Vivanco
Michael George Vlaicov
Kapil Vuthoo
Pooja Wadhwa
Salil P. Wadnerkar
Mark Benjamin Wahnish
Oliver Keyan Wai
John Henry Waiveris
Xanthippe Waldron
Christopher Michael Walsh
Lifeng Wan
Dawei Wang
Fenfei Wang
Guan Wang
Hui Wang
Eva Wang
Jenifer Wang
Ruifeng Wang
Shanshan Wang
Shi Jia Wang
Tong Wang
Wenjiao Wang
Ye Wang
Yufeng Wang
Zhongwan Wang
Carl Felix Ward
Jeremy Ward
Travis Brian Wardlow
Zackery Thomas Warren +
Jason Kenneth Waters
Atharva Girish Wazurkar +
Gregory Lee Weber
Joseph Galen Weber
Bin Wei +
Linhan Wei
Domino Rose Weir
Logan Micheal Wendholt
Yuan yuan Weng
Mark Richard Whelan
Braden Wesley Whited
Christopher George Whiting
Cameron Kenneth Wichael
Derek Yekta Wickwire +
Don Kushan Saminda Wijeratne
Samuel Rab Wildman +
Marius Lerone Williams Jr.
Andrew James Wilson +
Nathanael Charles Wilson +
Christopher Michael Wingard +
Tony Mark Winters
Max Brockton Wise
Henry Joseph Wohleb Jr.
Andrew William Wolfe +
Chun F. Wong
Justin Matthew Ng Wong
Matthew Man Hin Wong
Noichi Royce Wong
Tamara Kay Wright Muccia
Jiao Wu
Tuo Wu
Wei Wu
Yu Wu
Rosi Molianingrum Wyan
Yizhang Xiang
Weiqi Xiao
Bin Xie
Xing Xing
Xunhao Xiong
Jiahui Xu
Jiaofeng Xu
Peng Xu
Teng Xu
Yan Xu
Yanqun Xu
Yu Xu
Chenming Xue
Jing Xue +
Ziyue Eugene Yan
Fredy Yanardi
Bofei Yang +
Chun Yang
Feng Yang
Mengfei Yang
Qi Yang
Xianqiao Yang
Lixin Yao
Yao Yao
Emily Hsing-Ning Yau
Andrew Yi +
Ji Hyung Yi
Chenxi Yu +
Derek Joseph Yu
Lu Yu
Phillip Robert Yu
Xiang Yu +
Christopher John Zabrocki +
Wojciech P. Zalisz
Dayu Zhang
Heng Paxos Zhang
Hezi Zhang
Jinshen Zhang
Lei Zhang +
Ruonan Zhang
Tiantian Zhang
Xibei Zhang
Xun Zhang +
Yue Zhang
Linyue Zhao
Mingjie Zhao +
Minming Zhao +
Qian Zhao
Yuhui Zhao
Shiqi Zheng
Tianmu Zhi
Zachary Benjamin Zhou
Zhun Zhou
Haiqing Zhu
Peijun Zhu
Tianhang Zhu
Xiaodong Zhu
Amirreza Ziai +
Jie Zou

Ivan Allen College of Liberal Arts
Master of Science
ECONOMICS
Katherine Lindsey Anthony +
Dylan Christopher Biumi
Zheng Cai
Chun-Huei Chao
Octavio Cruz Silva
Archana Manish Ghodeswar
Edgar Noel Gonzalez
Yutong Jia +
Zeyu Liang
Nathaniel James Parr
Christopher Brandon Petrinec +
Gabriel Minh Pham +
Stefan Marchello Santavicca
Candice Joy Sessa +
Alaina D. Totten +
Omoregie Ebenovbe Uzzi +
Trevor Alexander Wallace
Xinyu Xue

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Zara Caroline Albright +
Marziyeh Amirizadeh
Geoffrey Robert Brown
Christopher Patrick Figueroa
Madison Taylor Malarkey
Neeki Memarzadeh
Dashiel John Morger
Maryam Rostampour
Laura Anne Schilling
Zachary Lennon Shepherd
Murry Dan Smith III

DIGITAL MEDIA
Breanna Sadie Brown +
Patrick Oliver Fiorilli
Kyeungumbang Kim +

HISTORY AND SOCIOLOGY OF TECHNOLOGY AND SCIENCE
Declan James Abernethy
Joseph Aaron Hurley +
Amber G. Johnson

PUBLIC POLICY
Dara N. Bright
David Thomas Capati
Paul Lance Demerritt
Trevor J. Mccoy

College of Design
Master of Science
MASTER OF REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT
Sarah Grace Barrett
Eric Sheldon Buchalter
Simon Joaquin Clopton +
Mark Eric Davis +
James Palmer Daws
Sterling Collin DeSantis +
Seth Robert Furman
Michael L. Green
Clare Catherine Healy +
Alexandra Lawrie Horst
Bryan Mitchell Katz +
Alisha Mccary
Carter Lane Mckinnon Jr.
Connor John Murray +
Lisa Harris Pattillo +
Charles Alan Powell Jr.
Yichao Qian
Austin G. Schoeck
Tyler Hilliard White +

PROFESSIONAL MASTER’S IN OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH
Vicki Hanrahan Ainslie +
Kwadwo Asante +
Olalekan Adebayo Bisade-Phillips +
David McKenzie Bland +
Krystal Ann Ellis +
Zachary Floyd Garner +
Ryan Patrick Gleason +
Kevin Gene Goble +
Jessica Lynn Horowitz +
Mark Christopher Hughes +
Kathryn T. Nichols +
Jennifer Katheran Pippin +
Leonard Joseph Richard +
Patrick Rogers +
Jessica Ann Ross +
Bradley S. Self +
Victor Tobias Shell +
Michelle Lee Smith +
Michael Davis Weatherred +
Janet Loftis Whelan +

GA CO TECH
GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Bo Cui +
Nicholas Disebastian
Jiaxu Fang +
Zahra Mehboob Jenna +
Peifeng Li +
Ziwei Li +
Cehong Luo +
Tara Niamh McKinnon +
Isabella Thavi Sanders
Shuang Xi +
Shushu Zhao +
Wenli Zou +

URBAN DESIGN
Yasmeen Sa’ad Aldin Ibrahim +
Alawamleh Rajhasurya Ashok +
Neerja Dave
Debmalya Ghosh +
Siqi Li
Haoxing Ma +
Moutushi Majid
Tiffany Nicollette-Paige
Moo-young +
Yeinn Oh +
Naomi Megan Siodmok
Jun Wang

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
Yuqi Cao
Li-Chia Yang

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
Shawn Lenor Harris II +
Qiqian He
Xianda Hou +
Gillian Adeline Jackson +
Hongan Lin +
Pranav Nair +
Varun Nambari
Prasanna Natarajan +
Emily Louisa Pardue
Veronica G. Spencer
Xue Zhao +

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION AND FACILITY MANAGEMENT
Adriana Da Silva Bavarese
Sai Mohan Dhanapuneni
Dev Manojkumar Doshi
Adit Bankimchandra Gandhi
Leonardo Garcia Bottia
Varun Anand Guntuboina
Yulizza Henao-Barragan
Jalen Ke’shawn Johnson
Zeel Kalpeshbhai Kukadiya
Fathima Lahar
Akshay Lal
Sujal Vijay Kumar Mamadgi
Tyler Thomas Merriweather
Rakesh Lalit Metha
Cristhian David Moreno Pena
Maria Paula Moreno Zambrano
Jonathan Edward Nathan
Justin Neil Pritchard
Tusharkumar Arvind Rajani +
Zachery Taylor Roberts
Raj Sanjaybhai Shah
Shubham Shubham
Tyson Wachenheim

ARCHITECTURE
Nunggu Ahn
Warren Alexius Campbell
Wen Yi Chang
Emanuel J. Ferro
Leonardo Garcia Bottia
Yuran Kong
Dan Lu
Shilpa Mehta +
Sara Sagahi Moghaddam +
Raunak Tibrewala
Jin Yu

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE
Kunal Deepak Chhatlani
Niket Joshi
Nirmit Patel

MASTER OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
Sarah Grace Barrett
Sreekar Shashank Boddupalli +
Adam A. Borsch
David James Burge Jr.
Chia-Huai Chang
Paul Lance Demerritt
Seth Robert Furman
Jeremy Adams Greenwald +
Trevor J. McCoey
Roberto A. Morales Roman +
Deep Shyam Sundar Patel
Daniel Youngchul Son +
Nicholas Edward Stephens +
Ernest Scheller Jr.
College of Business
Master of Business Administration
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION — GLOBAL BUSINESS
Mary Grace Navarro Albuna
Brandon Alexander Anthony
John H. Arthurs
Torey Daniel Breco
Darius Jaakan Broughton
Sovichan By
Christine Elizabeth Janulin
Bythewood
Christopher Joseph Callura
Christopher Darrell Chambliss
Matthew Keith Cissell
Radhika Dasari
Lauren E. Gaia
Levent Gencoglu
Michael Gondek
Markus Alexander Hammer
Kenny Kwanghee Han
James Albert Hill
Mikesha Bethune Huntley
Melissa Rana Jacobs
David Christopher Jones
Joshua L. Jones
Patrick Lloyd Judge
Joshua Thomas Kopsie
Kevin Michael Lucas
Saugata Mandal
Adam William May
Lauren Bartlett McGuire
Christine Mitchell
Kiyandy C. Newberry
Uriel Temidayo Ogunlaja
Hernan Alejandro Palavecino
Elizabeth Swanson Perry
Joseph Gregory Perry
John Britto Peter
Preston Ryan Pike
Jennifer Rachel Pryor
Nathan Lee Randall
Mario Francisco Reyes Gaona
Lee Richardson Jr.
Joshua Scott Rush
Durga Pk Saitana
David Alan Sanders
Khamida I. Shukrikova
Alec Michael Shull
Paramjeet Singh
Kimberly Hembree Smith
Tunde Mansfield Sorunke
Marisa Connaughton Swartz
Prajyusha Talasila
Jon Michael Thomas
Rachel Elizabeth Thompson
Anthony Ventry III
Min Wu
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGY
Oladapo A. Adeshiyian
Pavan Akkinepally
Bernice Allebone
Kristy Marie Barker
Mohsin Bashir
Kyle Klumb Bohlmam
Chandler Arden Case
Rosalyn Poiol Chang
Jing Chen
Sofia Coudhry
Jonathan Glen Colbert
Kathy Ann Comer
Rashmi Deulkar
Timothy Barth DiCenzo
Jordan Dorn
Snehal H. Doshi
Carolyn Kamath Ferguson
Amanda Nicole Fischer
David Steven Folk
Robert M. Gomez
Justin G. Grant
Osrice D. Grant
Robert Green Green Jr.
Mahender Gupta
Matthew Donald Harrell
Charles Bernard Harty
Brandon David Horne
Mohamed Ramez Kdemati
Susan Carol Kent
Matthew David Lawn
Pravin Mane
Vasanthi Marimuthu
Anthony Edward Martin IV
Leonardo Enrique Matute
Charles Anthony McKenzie
Venkata Anitha Raj Meruga
Michael William Midgette
Ngozika A. Orjioko
Anthony Gerard Outland
Adi Azlan Pardas
Gopinath Perumal
Navin Bhaskar Prabhu
Corey Reed
Robert Reznor
Thomas Rogers
Neil Warren Rollins Sr.
Abhay Shinde
Stephen Paul Skura
Wendy Lynn Spencer
Cory Christopher Swanson
Eileen Thanner
Sunil Thatta
Brandon M. Thomas
Pamela Lynn Thomas
Jarrad Evans Thompson
Deana Joy Thornton
Howard C. Ting
George Tzu Tuan-Mu

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Corey Dan Alford
Niki Arjmand +
Rebecca Jane Atkinson
Stacey Hirschmann August
Sudarshan Balachandran +
Kelsey Kathleen Baldwin +
Rudrajit Banerjee +
Hannah Dorothy Barnett
James Michael Barrett
Matthew W. Beecher
Nathanael Elie Gerard Bediaiche ×
Rebecca Kelsie Berge
Anthony Kyle Bond +
Lauren Michelle Borrelli
Cameron Michael Bradley
Halie Elizabeth Brinkman
Marybeth Patricia Bucklen
Andrew Lee Bunch
Jacob Timothy Bush +
Rachel Erin Calahan
David Cano
José Enmanuel Cardoza Mendoza

Ashley Nicole Charnley
Shashank Chauhan
Melanie Marion Coissard
Brett Michael Dahlin
John Claiborne Daly
Kevin David Deasy
Chad Spencer Dey
Tyne Marie Dutzer
Shreya Dwarkanath
Michael Mark Emanuel
Joseph Aubrey Ethridge
Courtney Leigh Farrell
Chandler Kristen Ferguson
Joseph David Fiddelman
Robert Christian Given
Richard Alexander Gregory +
Penn Hansa
Shelly Rae Havill
Lee Anna Evans Hendrickson +
Graham Joseph Hord +
Travis John Hyblak +
Nicholas Paul Jennings
Daniel Scott Jester
Brian Michael Keller
Nicholas J. Kilburg
Nadia Parmar Lakhan
Brian Lawler +
Kristen Greig Leach +
Peizheng Ma
John Alexander Marcum
Shani Alicea Marrow +
Scott David McFall
Saurav Mehra +
Kaushal Ashokkumar Modi
Matthew Lukas Monich +
Tomás Ernesto Montilla
Brian David Morris
Benjamin Michael Myers
Alireza Nazari
Ogechi Joan Nwoko +
Tinashe Nzwu +
Cameron Parker Prince
Chaimaa Roudami
Allison Anita Rowell +
Sarah Catherine Saadatjoo
Wesley C. Sanders +
William Alexander Sawin
Ian H. Schubert
Bethany Grace Schuster +
Julian Jemeal Shabazz
Alexander Andrew Silverman
Alyssa Rae Smathers
Matthew Edward Soifer +
Alejandro Daniel Suarez
Sasha Nathalie Suarez
Georgui Terziev
Romeo Thomas
Tanner A. Thompson
Hugh Moss Comer Train III
Rasheik Dominick Trammell +
William Ortale Trujillo +
Eric M. Turnquist
James Michael Vangel +
Guang Shun Wang
Justin Robert White
Trellis Denise Williams +
Justin Stewart Yarrell +
Alexandra Zagorski
Sarah Beth Zoloth

College of Sciences
Master of Science

EARTH AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES
Mark M. Delgado
Shelby Ann Ellis
Mingyu Ji +
Maria Gabriela Saavedra +

PSYCHOLOGY
Brittany L. Corbett
Terri Ann Dunbar +
Heather Anne Handy
Kate Elizabeth Kidwell
Christopher Curtis Monroe

BIOLOGY
Quinn Peter Dickinson
Yiling Hu
Kirti Abirami Karunakaran
Junhua Ma
Mary E. McWhirt +

BIOINFORMATICS
Vineeth Alajapur
Francis James Ambrosio III
Manu Tej Sharma Arrojwala
Zainab Arshad
Ramit Bharaakumar
Margaret Ruth Brown
Mingming Cao
Jiachen Nicole Duan
Jacob I. Feldman
Nishant Gerald

MASTER’S DEGREE CANDIDATES

Preethi Gowrishankar
George Wolfgang Gruenhagen
Sinjini Gupta
Patrick Joseph Howard
Tzu-Chuan Huang
Yunzhe Huang
Will A. Hutwagner +
Mani Jain
Prerna Jain
Sachin Sarath Yadav
Kothandaraman
Gabriel Leventhal-Douglas
Tianci Li
Shuting Lin
Yiquan Lu
Jialin Ma
Priya Narayanan
Bridget E. Neary
Huyen Thai Ngoc Nguyen
Je-Hoon Michael Oh
Hanying Pan
Priyam Raut
Rhiya Sharma
Shrinkhla Sharma
Junkai Yang
Yini Yang
Jiahao Zhan
Linglin Zhang
Mingyue Zhang
Qi Zhang
Di Zhou
Jingxuan Zhou

MATHEMATICS
Sarah Nicole Davis +
Phillip Dietz Galonsky
Richard Wendell King III +
Jiaheng Li
Stephen Henry McKean
Gennaro Notomista
Matthew R. O’Shaughnessy
John Hartwell Ridderhof
Jad Omar Salem +
Jieun Seong
Mehrdad Tahmasbi
Reuben Tate

PHYSICS
Matthew Joseph Boguslawski
Matthew Golden
Astraea Lee Hegeman +
Brian Joseph McMahon

∞ Undesignated  + Summer Graduate
Nathaniel Wyatt Hotchkiss +
Laura Helen O’donnell +
Oscar Fernando Romero Matamala +
Maki Shimizu +
Aaron Michael Stahl +
Julio Andres Urquidi +
Jonathan Haiwei Yang +

CHEMISTRY
Austin R. Bassett +
Thomas Peter Cantrell +
Jessica Ashley Lloyd +
Lucrezia Pigliautile +
Kerry McGill Strickland +
Yi Sun +
Zifei Sun +
Erin Cassandra Whetzel +

College of Engineering
Master of Science

BIOMEDICAL INNOVATION AND DEVELOPMENT
Samiksha +
Jennifer Erica Arkin +
Deepthi Badarinath +
Yuting Bai +
Earl T. Bender Jr. +
Nishta Bhan +
Jack Robert Blumeyer +
Dipro Chakraborty +
Tanay Garg +
Madelyn Dana Golding +
Samuel Hunter Hatcher +
Nicholas Leighton Hilborn +
Shashwat Shaunak Hora +
Cristina Ibaniez +
Ashish R. Joishy +
Yeasul Kim +
Connie Chin Man Leung +
Lucia M. Lopez Martinez +
Jonathan Luedtke +
Benjamin Jon Myers +
Divya Raghavi Nandakumar +
Kevin Cao Tuankiet Nguyen +
Joseph C. Novack +
Eric Joel Oliver +
Pranav Padmanabha +
Shraddha Sharad Patel +

Jacob Ryan Rodenbusch +
Aken Jatin Sanghavi +
Abinaya Selvakumar +
David Alan Shumate Jr. +
Jaclyn Grace Sider +
Catriona Maria Turto +
Andy Kim Ung +
Kayla Alyse Walley +
Chandra Vegni Yarlagadda +

PROFESSIONAL MASTER’S IN MANUFACTURING LEADERSHIP
Rizza Gonzales Allen +
Mohamadou Aminou +
Shifeng Chen +
Trevor Michael Hoffman +
Dustin Michael Hula +
Ilinda Pratibha Jayaratne +
Danielle Nicole Lancianese +
Kiran Kumar Marne +
Carolyn Ann McPherson +
Jared Demeester Nichols +
Okebola Olasunkami Okerinde +
Zachary Ian Reichenback +
Ronnie Darnell Rochell +
Hillary Nicole Rupert +
Scott Joseph Terry +
Peter Clark Wright III +
Jean R. Zambou-Dongmo +

PROFESSIONAL MASTER’S IN APPLIED SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Adeyinka Oluade Adebayo +
Joseph Thomas Ansley +
Mirza Farjad Baig +
Laura Beth Beebe +
Jessica Lynn Blume +
Michael James Bower +
John R. Brewster +
Michael James Campbell +
Kaiwan Chear +
John Russell Crosswy +
Tamala Vameka Davis +
Philip Kirn Dewire +
David M. Feagan +
Stephen Robert Grzelak +
Fabio Guimaraes Da Silva +
Amanda May Kauder +
Lauren Elizabeth Kewley +
Victor Jesus Lopez +
Alexander Minkin +
Jennifer Hoang Nguyen +
Jessica Louise Pippard +
Claire Hardy Robinson +
Dylan Wade Shean +
Jemsheer Thayullathil +
Van T. Truong +
Adrian Unger +
Alex Jen-Shin Yang +

SUPPLY CHAIN ENGINEERING
Rey Mari Antonio Mendoza Angeles +
Alonso Andre Ayala +
Hajar Belmhaiidi +
Subodh Bhamare +
Marcos Sebastian Bravo +
Alexa Emily Chang +
Yu Chen +
Elta Rose Clarke +
Edoardo Colman +
Manuel Ricardo De Juan-viscasillas +
Talia Laine Debenedictis +
Craig C. Fisher +
Adharsh Ganesan +
Prabodh Ajay Gawande +
Sunadh Hegde +
Yu-Ting Hsieh +
Tannay Jain +
Parth A. Jikar +
Apoorv Kakkar +
Sadia Afrin Khan +
Juthamas Kunahirunkanok +
Dichen Liu +
Jiaqi Liu +
Yu Mao +
Adiththyen Muthuswami +
Rangaswamy +
Kumar Deapratim Nandi +
Zhiyu Pan +
Jose Antonio Perez De La Cruz +
Sai Abhinay Sagar Potti +
Mailyx Rabot +
Sanjana Chowdhury Sur +

MEDICAL PHYSICS
Kyle Thomas Harper +
Michael David Lowe +
Che Luera +
Luke Alexander Matkovic +
Sean K. Mongan +
Heidi M. Ramsower +
Kevin Alexander Stiles +
Yi Wei +

HEALTH SYSTEMS
Rachael Christine Leroux +
Jin Noh +
Sarah Esther Perlin +
Reene Uma Puvvada +
Pavan Thaker +
Jessica Rachel Van Duyne +

NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
Paul Edward Burke +
Naiki Artemis Kaffezakis +
Matthew Andrew Krecicki +
Steven Chase Mellard +
Gregory Roland Peacock +
Jacob Kyle Startt +
Colin Gabriel Thomas +

ENGINEERING SCIENCE AND MECHANICS
Daniel Niklas Fahse +
Marius Maximilian Goletz +
Cordell Shea Lain +
Denis Pfeifer +
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# Master's Degree Candidates

## Operations Research
- Mohammed Faisal Ahmed
- Abdullah Saad N. Alamri
- Camila Fernanda Albornoz Moraga
- Shiladitya Banerjee
- Ayush Barmecha
- Brett Andrew Carpenter
- Roberto Carlos Castillo Jaramillo
- Yuan Dong
- Min Fei
- Feng Feng
- Kevin Griffith
- Xuejue Guo
- Peiming He
- Ian Hodara Herszterg
- Jean Jerome Marie Pascal Huck
- Nutthakorn Intharacha
- Corey Glenn Kirkpatrick
- Soonhong Simon Kwon
- Felipe Lagos Gonzalez
- Yongsuk Lee
- Taylor Joseph Leonard
- Jingyu Li
- Xiaofeng Liu
- Harold Adodo Nikoue
- Sirapat Niyom
- Isabella Thavi Sanders
- Dustin William Shaffer
- Hanbo Shao
- Stephen Kline Spicher
- Duo Wang
- Di Wu
- Congshi Zou

## Aerospace Engineering
- Alan Pookayaporn Alahmad
- Beatriz Alcalde Santiago
- John A. Amin
- Arjun Anand
- Dawn Alyvia Andrews
- Saeyone Balasekar
- Marlin Bausum Ballard III
- Edan Menashe Baltman
- George Zachary Bassett
- Benjamin Paul Berthon
- Logan Edwin Arneson Bewley
- Jirat Bhanpato
- Nathanael Daniel Wilhelm Bieter
- Nikita Sergeevich Birbasov
- Donald Bistri
- Marc-Henri Bleu-Laine
- Agathe Kathia Boutaud
- Christopher E. Cargal
- Makram Chahine
- Britney Ann Coleman
- Alexander Noel Colom
- Samantha Jane Corrado
- Taylor Marcus Fields
- Yuanxin Shen
- Kevin Charles Sheridan

## Industrial Engineering
- Harrison D. Armstrong
- Wencang Bao
- Roshan Devanathan
- Robert Haotian Gan
- Lakshana Ganesh
- Margaret Antoinette Harward
- Felix Izquierdo III
- Sahil Abdul Khader Kudroli
- Kishan Kumar
- Aleksie Li
- Yue Li
- Xiaoxun Liu
- Maurice Lubetzki
- William Duncan MacIiwinen

## Materials Science and Engineering
- William James Andrews III
- Manali Banerjee
- Idean John Behforouz
- Blake Christian Cotney
- Shreya Dwarkanath
- Elliot Christian Frey
- Frederick Scott Gray
- Samyak Jain
- Michael Z. Liu
- Adam P. Maffe
- Ali Ahmed Abdelhafiz Mahmoud
- Vivek Prakash
- Matthew Scott Rager
- Diego Esteban Vaca
- Eric Von Strobol Woods
- Hannah Kathryn Woods

## Chemical Engineering
- Mayank Agrawal
- Jisu Jiang
- Robin M. Lawler
- Akshaya S. Nair
- Eleni C. Papadopoulos
- Megan Alyssa Randby
- Nicholas Ott Smith
- Yi Sun
- Hao Wang
- Aixin Yu

## Environmental Engineering
- Hongyu Chen
- Anand Dad
- Victoria Denise Dean
- Naishee Ketan Kamdar
- Ding-Hsiang Lin
- Maggie Elizabeth O’Bryant
- Doyoung Park
- Joel Arthur Seibel
- Tommy Nash Skipper
- Kang Wu
- Bingqiu Zhang
- Ke Zhang
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Ammar Ahmad Alshannaq +
Kabir Arora
Rajshree Bhardwaj
Sreekar Shashank Boddupalli +
Adam A. Borsch
Donghua Cai +
Chia-Huai Chang
Aishwary Chawda
Yinghui Dong +
Xin Geng
Jeremy Adams Greenwald +
Sakshi A. Hattargi
William Robert Henner
Yi Jiao
Benjamin C. Johnson
Dominique Elizabeth Jonas
Venkat Arshith Jutoor
Radhakrishna Setty
Anay Dhananjay Kakade
Ajit Manohar Kamath
Matthew Paul Laman +
Ziang Li
Ziyi Li
Ting Liao
Qiewei Mao
Joshua William Martin
Louis Mercie
Pragadeesh Muthiah +
Sara Nieto Hilarion +
Paul Edward Numbers III
Heung Jum Oh +
Rahul Amith Kumar Pasawala
Dee Shyamsundar Patel
Matthew Hunter Rash
Kevin Reznicek Adet
Haebin Rho
Abigail Ann Rolader
Kaitlyn Greer Schaffer
Amol Arpit Shah
Raj Mahendrakumar Sharma
Yipin Si
Prema Singh +
Shubhneet Singh
Akshay Soni
Emilio Urias
Tyler Jordan Vieira
Blaine Madison Weinmann
Yijie Wu
Shan Xu
Tianchen Xu
Junru Zhang
Yuxin Zhou
Jaimei Zhu

ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Neha Narayana Swamy Gowda
Sajjad Abdollahramezani
Sehej Swaran Ahluwalia +
Irfan Al-Hussaini
Aslan Ali
Stephen Arjantio
Venkatesh Avula
Ganesh Revanth Balasubramani
Nandan Milind Bedekar
Daniel S. Bennett
Nicholas Paul Bertrand
Soundarya Bhagi
Hitesh Subramanya Bhat
Harsh Bhupendra Bhat
Nishant Bilakanti +
Shiva Varshini Biri +
Raphael Matthieu Bolot
Stephen Jesse Brotman
Shashank Dhar Burugula
Taylor Prescott Bush
Sameer Bhattacharya Chavan
Yen Kait Nicholas Cheam
Yingjie Chen
Zhongyou Chen
Bhoomi Rajesh Chheda
Zhao Sheng Chin
Min Sung Cho
Shravan K. Choudhary
Faiyaz Ahmad Chowdhury
Kevin Cleary
Joel R. Corporan
Andrew Philip Cragg
Jerryan Cui
Yapan Cui
Randy R. Deng +
Hicham Derkaoui
Matthieu Yann Sebastien Divet
Brandon Patrick Donohue
Maxence Dominique Henri Dutreix +
Aline Jean Eid
Adam Robert Entzine
Tianran Fan
Zhou Fang
Richard Edward Fasani
Jiong Feng
Mary Frances Forburger
Johann Yvannel Fotsing Kouemo
Christopher Aaron Fox
Muni Sri Vyshnavi Gadam
Filip Robert Gajowniczek
Prachi Gandhi
Akshatha Ganesh
Ayush Garg
Spencer R. Gass +
Bilal Ghader
William S. Giffear
Nicolas Gonzalez
Anirudh Gopal
Luis Gruss
Yulong Gu
Xuan Guo
Sanya Gupta
Tomer Harari Hamam
Chaitra Hegde +
Anuchan Heggarsu Venkatesha
Abhinav Himanshu
Phillip Arthur Hooper +
Steven Hsieh
Zixi Huang
Gad Monga Ilunga
Aakash Indoria
Emeline Alice Emilie Jaouen
Allyson Lang Jennings
Dingxin Jin
Erik John Jorgensen
Tanvi Nitin Joshi
Ishaque Ashar Kadampot
Hriday Kamshetti
Vytheeswaran Kannan
Gautham Karnik
Joshua E. Kassab
Ritin Raveendran Kasdhuri
Ankit Kaushik
Adam D. Kline
Rohit Konda +
Advait Prasad Koparker
Kelechi C. Kwazemem-Opara
Minah Lee
Seonwoo Lee
Chenyang Li
Daniel Boxuan Li
Jiaqing Li
Kailun Li
Teng Li
Yinghao Li
Yuhao Lin
Yangyi Liu
Jacob Edward Arthur Lizewski
Isha Lodhi +
Yash-Yee K. Logan
Yi-Chen Lu
Jason Lukoske
Qian Luo
Ethan Lyons
Shicong Ma
Samer Ahmed Sayed Ismail
Mabrouk
Srvani Maddala
Vincent Maffet
John Benjamin Mains
Hossein Maleki
Ankitha Manoj
Benoit Louis Marteau
Mahmoud Mehrabankhomartash
Harshil Chetan Mehta
Nimisha Mehta
Siddharth Mehta
Samuel Zewdie Melaku
Loic Johann Mesdon
Suvrat Krishna Mishra
Md Imran Mottaz
Louis Morin
Chryistiano Murray
Allie Alexander Ismael Mussa +
Rohit K. Nadgaua
Aditya Krishnakumar Nair
Satwik Nandala
Xiyu Ouyang
Bhanu Pandey +
Sujay Pandey
Corentin Christian Marc Passeron
Jeet Kiran Pawani
Krishna Venkat Peri
Lauren Fleur Phelps
Stephen Scott Piper Jr.
Sarah Elizabeth Preston
Yining Qiao
Abhijith Raguprasad
Natesh Raina
Shyam Ramamoorthy
Aparnaa Ramani
Nivedha Ravi
Nekan’Aritia Symphonie Razafindranabe
Binbin Ren
Ahmad Rezvanitabar
Justin Rimer +
Rachel Katherine Roley
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Erwan Allric
Ishit Bhadresh Amin
Hamza Archanz
Matthew Jeffrey Atwell +
Katherine Rose Bagwell +
Mitchell David Baxendale +
Aurelio Angelo Bellotti
Mamoun Bennis
Admir Ardian Berisha
Johnny Plutarch Bollash
Evan Michael Burdon
Eric Martin Jacques Cadet De Chambine
Linger Cai
Paul Jean Roger Patrick Canu
Luis Miguel Ceballos Cepeda
Conner John Chadwick
Carmela Grace Chaney
William Chun-Wei Chen
Clementine Chevalier
Yongmin Cho
Matthew Townsend Cribb
Boyd Thomas Culver
Priyanka Rajesh Deo +
Timothée Despruniee
Dante Simon Dimenichi III
Thibaut Pierre Jean Dion
Romane Drougard
Jared Daniel Elinger
Hugo Elissalde
Florian Eon
Jean-Baptiste Ezpeleta
Trescastro
David Jordan Fender
Francis Jacob Fish
Christopher Evan Ganter
Ryan Michael Gaylo +
Christy Delene Green
Jake Ryan Gutierrez +
Elijah David Hammond
Robert Edward Hanna
Bailey Grace Hannon +
Patrick Jeffrey Harrington
Jackson Cole Heinz +
Benjamin Heno
Christof J. Hettiger
Isabella M. Hoskins
Jessica Breanna Imgrund
Marshall Vincent Johnson +
Steven Anthony Johnston
Ravez Markesio Jones
Kedar Divakar Joshi +
Jihwan Jung +
Christina Marie Kaminsky +
Ji Woo Kang
Michael Thomas Karsten +
Samuel Lurie Kersten
Jeho Kim
Christopher Michael Korabik
Julius Kortenbruck +∞
Hannah Krebs
Shinjae Kwon +
Camille Paulin Le Gal
Joshua Sungpyo Lee +
Raymond Hyoujoon Lee +
Joshua Seth Lieberman
Moritz Luik
Kyle John Mailloux
Paul Malard
Luka Malashkha
Nicholas Peter Masotto
Marc Peyo Charles Mazieres
Andrew William Mccartney +
Michael T. McCracken
Sheldon Wayne McCrackin
Austin Monroe McKeand +
Samantha Lee McKeough +
Maxwell Gordon Tannenbaum
Kevin Costello Tannenbaum
Jonathan Tyler Rholl
Luis Gabriel Rosa
Marc Salvadori
Walter Williams Scott III
Garrett Rosson Sibley +
Aditya Singh
Arjun Vivek Singh +
Kenneth Logan Smith
Tao Song +∞
Antoine Spiridon
Madhuvanti Sridhar
Clark Patrick Stanaland
Hayley Michelle Stephenson
Julie Vanessa Stern
Maxwell Gordon Tannenbaum
George Matthew Thompson
Henson Phelps Toland +
Megan Elizabeth Tomko +
Damiens Tondel
Niklas Benedikt Tritoschler +∞
Axel Trolle
Naim Ramzanali Vasaya
Julien Vasseur
Chems-Eddine Vincent
Timothy James Voss
Timothy Neal Welch Jr.
Kaie Joseph Westmaas
Trent Robert Wheeler +
Lasitha Wijayarathne +
Charles Jean Claude Wildemersch
Kyle A. Williams
Shan Xiong
Yousuke Yajima
Xiaoliang Yan
Yunpei Yang +
Yi Zhou

∞ Undesignated + Summer Graduate
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bachelor’s Degree Candidates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>College of Computing</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bachelor of Science</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COMPUTATIONAL MEDIA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdisciplinary with the Ivan Allen College of Liberal Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Alexander Abrams **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nic Alton *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKenzie Atwood ***acak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniela Avila Jaramillo ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regina L. Baker ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avery Lee Bartlett *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Dominic Britti ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haley Marie Dabb **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Douglas ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Hayes Eggleston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Ray Fahey ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Patrick Flanagan ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charleston James Ford *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Mayer Friedman ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron Dean Garcia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandler B. Hall ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Theodore Kalish Jr. **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jhiliika Kumar **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Hoang Le</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Murk Caya **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Isaiah Payne *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Allen Salazar *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonishee Rosemarie Smith ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethan Reed Wilson **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alice Chenyi Zheng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COMPUTER SCIENCE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soni Aggarwal ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samir Zia Ahmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jedidiah F. Akano *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violet Marie Amendariz ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sahl Raman Arora *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke Chandler Baggett *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jose Alberto Ballestero *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrison Banh ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jorge Michael Betancourt ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anya Niharika Bhatnagar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anuj Bhryavabhota ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Michael Bills ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alice Ji Bok *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John M. Bonaguro *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander James Booth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renee A. Botryius ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian John Boyston ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aidan Christopher Brady ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rahul Viraj Brahmal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Anthony Brett ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeleine Sandra Brickell ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cory Armon Brooks **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Howell Bryant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanley Mason Buchanan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron Cacic ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Cai ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthieu Jean-Baptiste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capuano **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Yean Chan ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duncan Colby Chance ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prabhath Chandanala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaun Gabriel Chapman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chonel Dyarra Chase *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhea Chatterjee *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anand Chathurvedi ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prabhav Chawla ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daphne Chen *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily C. Chen ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiaqi Chen ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Julian Chen ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kun Chen ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leo Chen *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gautami Prakash Chennur **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Robert Cheshire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sahit Chintagepadu ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemanth Sai Chittaranj ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Cho *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dong Ho Choi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanya Alanah Churaman ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Dylan Clark ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Cody Clark ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark W. Clayton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian M. Cochran ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Keith Condict **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russell Joseph Conklin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson L. Cook *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dylan John Cripe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hai-Dang Dam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Huan Dang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Huyen Dang * *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bret Elliott Davis ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galen Michael Dockman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul J. Dorsch **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pranov Duggasani ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mert Dumenci ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared L. Duncan ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dennis Allen Eddington Jr.*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Claire Elliott ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valerie Ann Fanelle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Gabriel Farid *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animesh Fatehpuria ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Martyn Finkelberg ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Charles Fisher ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Victoria Foote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu Fu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saksham Gandhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siriram Ganesan **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Peter Gaul ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Gedorios *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carissa Ghazalie ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Ryan Gilligan ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer Martin Gold ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristen Marie Goldie ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luis Gerardo Gonzalez ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Fae Graama ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sai S. Gundlapalli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Taekyu Han ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Octavien Han</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dor Hananel *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rafael Jun Hanashiro ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas C. Hardt ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blake Robert Harper ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Marjorie Harper ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parsa Hassanipak **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wenqi He ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ziming He</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeline Helmstadter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Herszenhaut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Allan Higgins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Devin Higgins **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andre Omar Hijaouy ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Christian Hirschberg ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Min Ho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arash Imran Hosein ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuuna Hoshi ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-Ping Samuel Huang ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiyiing Huang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duy Trong Huynh ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth James Hyman *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annaise Mei-Li Irby **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harsh Jain *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenan James *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jong Hwa Jang ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edwin Ladd Jones IV ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Christopher Joplin ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Minsung Jung ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eun Ji Kang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vineeta Kapil ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chonel Dyarra Chase *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randal James Michnovicz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adya Modi ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire Ann Monsour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Bryant Mudge *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashik Mohammed Najib ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vishrut Nanda *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Abhijeet Saraha
Christopher Alexander Scherban
Marcia Helen Schulman
Nathan Scott Schwedtberger
Angel Seay
Yalini Senthil Kumar
Alejandro Serna
Allan Emanuel Serna
Fitsum Abraha Seyoum
Priyanka Shah
Vishwa Shah
Gauranshu Sharma
Swati Sharma
Jordan I. Shartar
Brooklyn Deveney Sheppard
Nima Shoghi Ghalehshahi
Neha Kamala Singh
Yashveer Singh
Emilee Ann Sisson
Caitlin Marie Smith
Kristin Nicole Smith
Evan Andrew Smoot
Henri J. Smulders
Nicolas Zachary Soong
Sarthak Srivivas
Trevor Jansen Stanfield
Emma Margaret Wang Staniforth
Joseph Douglas Steffey
Phillip Russell Stephens
Matthew Sternberg
Alexander James Stetson
Aaron B. Strickland
Varun Subbiah
Klest Jason Sula
Kai Sun
Matias Gabriel Szylkowski Resnikow
Daniel Aberra Tadesse
Alyssa Maechian Tan
Brittany Nicole Tan
Kok Seng Tan
Aarti Thapar
Myo Thihua
Rahul Tholakapalli
Colby William Tobin
Dalton Edward Touchberry
Robert B. Townsend
Erika Trejo
Elijah Joseph Trexler
Clare Kendall Trively
Bram Tyler
Shivani Upadhyay
William Lloyd Vaughn
Jonathan G. Vehaun
Ankit Verma
Vishal Vijayakumar
Matthew Joseph Violet
Hung Nguyen Quang Vo
Jake T. Vollkommer
Samarth Wahal
Noah Steven Waldron
Mark David Walker II
Gahan Wang
Kai-Wei Wang
Zachary Austin Waters
Bryce Thomas Watson
Jacob David Watson
Phillip Jordan Watson
Justin Tyler Welter-Evans
Brooke Renee White
Abigail Lacy Williams
Devan Wayne Williams
Jacob M. Williams
Destin Luke Winata
Kevin Yee Wong
Steven Christopher Wulber
Ji Xi
Yujia Xie
Zheyuan Xu
Raffi Yang
Nihjur Omar Yarbrough
Sunwoo Yim
Xueming Yin
Kihwan Brandon Yoo

Ivan Allen College of Liberal Arts
Bachelor of Science

APPLIED LANGUAGES AND INTERCULTURAL STUDIES
Cameron Davis Greer
Kelly Meredith Price

Megan Elizabeth Robbett
Zachary David Wright

PUBLIC POLICY
Madeline Upton Clowse
Shekinah Glory Hall
Richard Leo Ludwig Jr.
Maurice L. Montgomery
Joshua Michael Philliber

HISTORY, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY
Peter Wookil Janoe
Haley Faye Phillips
Davis Everett Schultz
Isabella Grace Vear

LITERATURE, MEDIA, AND COMMUNICATION
Amara Jonae Anderson
KirVonte Lee Benson
Christian O’Brian Campbell
Sarah Elizabeth Dutton
John Barrett Edwards
Emily Elizabeth Fehrer
Phillip Gresek
Wrentaro Forrest Howell
Samiyah Ayesha Malik
Kyle B. O’Neal
Cassidy Quinn Reese
Maria Daniela Rodriguez
Mallory Anne Rosten
Morgan Rae Wagoner
Everlin J. Wang
Jesse R. Waters

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS AND MODERN LANGUAGE
Lillianne Virginia Daniels
Rebecca de Almeida Santos
Homen de Mello
Mia Jonell Floyd
Victoria Kate Massaro
William Fitzgerald Thomas
Brett Casey Winters
Joonmo Yoo

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Mallory Kay Bryan
Unwana-Abasi Nkereuwem Okon
Etuk
Emily Kathryn Finger
Amy Grace McIcoughery
Sara Chlesly Morrell
Knali Price
Kirthana Rao *
Amelia Caywood Rousseau "Δ
Harsha Balaji Sridhar ***

ECONOMICS AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Claire Sze-Kee Chan ***
Emma Marie Francis ***
Stephanie Renee Gaysowski ***
Nathan Andrew Moen ***
McKenzie Elizabeth Rhone *** Δ

ECONOMICS
Ibrahim Ali A. Alsaffar
Stanton Alexander Collins **
Dakarai Jamaal Cutts +
Robert Daniel Eisenhardt Jr.
Varsha Gokare***
Savannah Jo Horner ***
James Hanjin Kim
Michael Thomas Marotta ***
Ishan Shrenik Parikh +*
Nicholas William Pinto *** +
Elijah Huy Sanders
Kevin Joseph Satterfield ***
Essenam Delali Togbenou *

Ernest Scheller Jr. College of Business
Bachelor of Science

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
William Paul Alderman
David Michael Ashcom
John Virgil Bailey IV
Nithin Vikash Balaji *
Joshua Daniel Bartlett
Bryant Campbell Beadles *+
Alessandra Marie Bellavia
Thomas Jackson Bengston ***
Brooke Alexandra Bennett **
Donald Jacob Berens
Matthew David Bowling ***
Daniel J. Brandis dorfer
Madison Maria Brandt *+
William Jakob Brashear
McKayla Lizbeth Brown
Jacquelyn Y. Buelow ***
Katrina Nicole Burch
Ana Chavez
Divya Janaki Chidambaram *+
Sarah Ann Choi **
Taiseer Hasan Chowdhury +
Jarett C. Cole
Christopher B. Combs
Kodie Raine Comby
John Tyler Cooksey +
Katherine Lee Correll
Lucas B. Council ***
David Joshua Curry +
Benjamin James Damus **
Soﬁa Davalos
Joseph Patrick Davis
Russell Edward Davis ***
Kendall Mackey De Larria ***
Mia Lynn Dennis ***
Lauren E. Dent *** •
Victoria Jon Despeaux
Rohit Devulapalli +
David Kaiwen Ding
Mitchell Conner Dunkerley
Kristen Emily English ***
Hannah Amelia Farkas **
Julian Winfield Fincher III ***
Christy Lynn Fitzmaurice +
Mary Elizabeth Flatt ***+
Mary Carson Flores +
Jason D. Floyd *
Rachel Marie Fratt ***
Kelsey Ann Fres hour ***
Connor Joseph Friedman *+
Keyton Burnette Gibson
Brentavious Jaron Glanton
Jordan Emily Goldstein **
Jaya Gupta ***
Conor Patrick Hagan **
Carter Daniel Hall *
Lewis Steiner Hamilton Jr. ***
Katherine Nicole Hampton ***
Raymond Han
James Oliver Hanson *
Noble Burke Harris +
James Christian Hawkins
Sally Anne Hedrick **
Aliyah Archiel Hill **
Monica Ho **
Danielle Joanna Houston **
Anthony Brandon Howell Jr. +
Sarah Anne Hrones
Madison Reid Hunt *
Allen Idicula ***
Maria C. Iglesias +
Tadrice Drevon Jackson +
Ashwin Raj Jagadish ***
Joseph Seungkwon Jo ***
Jaejoon Jung
Kevin V. Kemble +
James Andrew Kendrick
Christina Keyes ***
Nabila Khan ***
Victoria Marie Kirchoffer ***
Samuel Booth Komitor ***
Nadin Melissa Kosedag ***
Paul Alan Kronenfeld *
Kevin Frank Kull +
Geeta Chandravadan Kuntawala *
Tzehsuen Kuo ***
Wai Lam +
James Edward Lee III
John Chungeon Lee
Vincent Hui Lee
Emily A. Lehman ***
Hei Yin Andrew Li ***
Jamie Kim Lu
Leila Manjusak
Christopher Jamal Martin
Marlee Elizabeth Massengill **
Kelby Anne Mathis *
Katherine Joanne Matthews *+
Lane Margaret McAree ***
DeJuan Marco McBurnie
Ronak Trushar Mody
Khalil A. Mohamed
Emily Victoria Moore +
Hunez Moti **
Bradley Lawrence Mullis Jr.
Emily Grace Myers ***
Roland Hall Neel III +
Perri Elizabeth Neuner ***
James Billy Ni **
Daimler Olosode Olaya
Mark I. Oliver *** •
Shannon M. Owens ***
David Joseph Park
Jin A. Park ***
Sung hwon Park
Benjamin David Partridge +
Caroline H. Pennington ***
Camille Elise Pettit
Sarah Grace Poersch *** •
Jason Patrick Quill
Jillian Taite Radcliffe ***
Kyle D.C. Roberts
Savannah Sage Zhao
Nikita Vandan Samant ***
Nicholas Gregory Santine **
McKenna Elise Sendobry
Christian P. Sewall
William Thomas Sharon *** •
William C. Sheiner *** •
Daryl Lamont Smith
Heather Elizabeth Smith ***
Melissa Del e Smith
Seonjin Song +
Harsha Balaji Sridhar ***
Michael Angelo Stagnaro ***

College of Design
Bachelor of Science

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
Carter Owen Culwell *
Eamon Patrick Mccoy

ARCHITECTURE
Alexandrea Annamarie Adams *
Reem Alishamaa ***
Anne Blair Bonin
Gradie Monga Bupe
Shenelle Tameka Campbell
Emma Vaughn Zhu Chas teen ***
Syndee Noelle Danielle Henry +
Nina Marie Kelsey ***+
Keyhan Khaki ***
Sina Khoshbayan **
Candice Michelle Lee Oh +
Jamieson Bradley Pye **
Christopher Ryan Tromp *** +
Bing Ning Wah ***

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
Michael Elston Armstrong *
Kathryn Elizabeth Drummonds **
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College of Sciences
Bachelor of Science

NEUROSCIENCE
Juliana M. Alfonso **+
William David Hartter *
Joshua Brandon Heaton
Vineeth Inakollu
Nisha Kashyap *+
Albert J. Lee *
Grace Ann Newville *+
Eric Jinsoo Park *
Shivany Patel *
Matthew Cody Phillips *
Daughter Grace St. John ***
Amanda Nicole Strezo ***
Danielle Alexa Temples ***
Carlin E. Zaprowski ***

BIOCHEMISTRY
Anna Caroline Deal ***
Rebecca Marie Durham ***
Rebecca Ann Entrek
Peter Timothy Galfa *
Daniel M. Groves *
Ashley Marie Hanna *
Jenny Yea-Jee Kim *
Mai Thanh Nguyen *
Jordan Kyle Putney
Jeanine Andrea Williams ***
Troy Zhao

EARTH AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES
Riannon Kyla Colton
Damian Robert Horton *
Lily Renee Sandler **
Andrew Northcott Stricklin
Sara Elizabeth Tonks ***
Kathrine Theresa Udell ***

BIOLOGY
Maria Ahmad *
Tyler Robert Arnold *
Lauren Kelley Caves
Laura Josephine Cooper *
Faith Kylee Harris ***
Joshua Brandon Heaton
Nolan Emmanuel Hubbard
Yeram Kim *
Barbara Ellen Kiperos ***
Sarah Karina Kuechenmeister
Amy Lauren Large
Aparna Maddala **
Zachary Ryan Massey ***
Bryce Joshua Matlock ***
Amelia Brittin Matthews ***+
John Nguyen
Taylor Renee Niehoff ***
Angela Soo Noh *
Jamie Leigh Rogers *
Amelia McKenzie Smith *
Dania Ilham Taha
Veronica Jennifer Thompson ***
Isabel Anne Veith ***
Esther Woo *
Brady Marie Young +
Caroline Lisa Zabinski ***

APPLIED PHYSICS
Dylan Hawke Diamond *
Tyler James Kostun *
James Ross McLa n ***

PHYSICS
Anthony V. Aportela ***
Michael Lee Barnhill *
Piero Chiappina ***
Nicholas Menchey Gravina ***
Patrycja Kotowska ***
Carlos Jorge Llorente *
Fausto Eduardo Lugo Barrios
Arjunsingh Prashant Nakum
April Riannon Partington *
Shaan Dharmesh Patel ***
Patrick Russell Pinney ***
Matthew Dean Shawnessy
Marc William Pritchett Sheiman *
Michael Chabe Weaver *
John Caleb Wikle *
Qiong Wu ***

CHEMISTRY
Miguel Baca-Baldaras
Olivia Regina Duan
Julio Cesar Falcon Jr.
Maria Emily Furukawa ***
Layla Ghazi +
Alexander Carlos Gonzalez
Hayoung Hwang
Rachna Patel *+
Cameron Drew Walburn *

College of Engineering
Bachelor of Science

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
Ryan Michael Falk *
Samantha Tia Gistren *
Megan Elizabeth Gottschalk *
Jingyi Gu ***
Shiva Hemati *
Elizabeth D. Joyce
Grace Everhart Kendrick ***
Whitney Charlotte Lehrer **
Monica Claire Lester *
Sierra Jalet Samie ***
Dasia Lynn Smith
Marcela Jeanine Ward
Daniel Abraham Weisman *
Emmeline D. Yearwood

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Ahmed Ali Alnamos *
Sondos A. Alnamos **
Vaishnavi Andra *
Priya Arya
Grant Alan Ashby **+
Hailey Marie Avis
Madhumita Baskaran +
Kristina Anne Bates
Delaney Marie Beckner
Mark Reyes Bell IV *
Cameron Anderson Bennett ***
Colton Lee Bennett
Vidhi Nareshkumar Bhandari *
Isha Deepak Bhatia *
Sydney Taylor Blanche
Caitlin Eve Bowles
Robert Patrick Bridenhagen ***
Jocelyn Grace Brown
Joy Chanel Brown
Jenna Marie Bush *
Je’An Francis Dilogy Cantilang *
Emily Ellen Chang ***
Kevin James Chatlin ***
Gloria Perrin Clavijo **
Annika Ruth Clawson *
Sierra Elizabeth Copner ***
Isabel Inez Curro **
Ayan Dasgupta *
Abigail Elizabeth Day
Karyna Kristine Doering ***

* Honor  ** High honor  *** Highest honor  • Co-op  ∆ International Plan  + Summer Graduate
BACHELOR’S DEGREE CANDIDATES

Gabriel Ethan Evatt-Machado *
Zhou Fang **
Amada Carolyn Felouzis **Δ
Emily Michelle Fisher
Sabrina Juliet Fletcher
Joshua Matthew Gao
Hannah Danielle Geil ***+
Michael Christian Greene ***
Oscar Gutierrez **
Reagan Elizabeth Hanna ***
Monica Guadalupe Hanon
Caroline Tucker Heller ***
Nathan Pyol Holliday
Mynah J. Holloway
Milan Aliyah Johnson *
Felix Joseph *
William Albert Kamnick *
Elizabeth Han Kappler **+
Declan Marshall
Keating-Bryales +
Brandon G. Kim
Hannah Emily Kim ***
Aditya N. Krishnan **
Madison Paige Kukura ***•
Abhishek Lakshman
Gwyneth Nicole Lando *
Matthew David Lattime **+
Dongju Damien Lee
Geun Heui Lee
Hyeonjeong Lee
Rush Austin Leigh **
Jun Wei Lin **
Chunjing Lu
Rachel Galvin Mann *
Tamera T. Mason
George Earl McAlear **
John Austin Melson **
Kenotia V. Moses
Prakhyath Muppidi
Dustin Duy Nguyen **+
Sarah Elizabeth Nixon
Nathaniel Patel Palmer
Parth Patel **+
Nina Elizabeth Patronis **Δ
Meghan Elizabeth Pollard ***
Nicolette Elizabeth Prevost ***
Rachel Elizabeth Price *
Mathew James Kevin Quon **
Ria Ray
Phillip Randal Robinson
Mohammed Shadman Saqib *
Manaka Sato ***

Jacob William Schoeb ***
Anupama B. Shah
Margo Toby Shemaria ***
Nidhi M. Sing
Ian M. Smith *
Fiona Dvorak Splughe ***
Isabelle M. Stasenko ***
Kyra Patricia Stompanato *
Amanda Nicole Strez **
Katherine Cleary Strickland *
Aileen Caridad Suarez **Δ
Dejan Tojic ***
Mary Catherine Van Buren *
Armon Varmeziar **
Ankita Verma **
Alyssa Lillian Viness
Courtney Wong ***
Hannah Louise Wood **•
Emily Nicole Yates
Samuel Jackson Youngblood

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

Dariya Artsykhovera
Rebecca Lauren Barnes *
Adam J. Berlinghoff **
Zachary Ethan Bloomberg ***
Andrew Tyler Bradshaw ***
Ryan Edward Bradshaw ***
Sarah Louise Burch **
Justin Po-I Chu ***
Solette Anbora Collins ***
Samuel Jay Dratch ***
Daniel Adam Eichler *
Kolby John Hanley **
Bryce Logan Hitchcock ***
Christopher Quinn Johnson
Margaret Elaine Johnson *
Arthur Young Kim +
Daniel C. Kirtley ***
Sarat Eniola Lawal +
Richard Daniel Lee
Noah Graeme Levan
Jacob Eric Lloyd
Peilin Lu ***
Julie May Luong **+
Kira Pyronneau **
Chase Tyler Scott **
Madeline Marie Shelton •
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Shipkis 
Carly Elisa Travis
Xueqiao Wang ***
Meaghan Elizabeth White ***
Marc Shon Williams
Simon A. Willis ***
Lovelyn Wirian ***
Jonathan Michael Yaeger ***

COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Yee Mon Aung **+
John Elliot Blasco **
Donald Patrick Block **
Brett A. Bodamer Jr. **
Jacob A. Bruhn **
Trenton Thomas Bruno
Michael Brzozowski ***
Daniil Budanov ***
Dexter Craig Buschor
John Cameron Causer
Omar Basem Chhbako **Δ
Ying Ying Choi +
Ransom Barzilla Conant
Fiill Kambah Darko ***
Russell Douglas Dawkins Jr.
Vishal Devidas ***
Nzinga Sara Eduardo Rodriguez +
Zachary Alexander Elliott ***
Fares Elsabbagh **+
Herbert Peter Fechter IV **
Jonathan Tyler Fernandez •
Carter Tripp Floyd **
Dian Guo +
Christopher Alan Hairston *
Brian Jeffrey Hales *
Stephen Cooper Hamilton
Keesook Hong *
Varun Karthikeyan Iyer **+
Vishwa Keerthivasan Iyer **+
Harold Robert Jarrett **+
Lionel Augustin Jones III
Mohammad Iftakharul Karim
Alice Marie King
Alan Walter Kittel ***
Vijay Venkat Krishnan
Neal Hemant Kurande ***
Donghee Kwak
Frances Lee ***
Adar Leibovitch *
Michael Patrick Lewis Jr. ***
David Mingho Li ***
Samantha Rose Mann **
Corvin Lane McPherson ***
Mitchell G. Menard

Luke D. Miller +
Austin Dwayne Mitchell
Jacques Velasco Moster +
Anina Mu **
Vineet Nadella **
Joao Matheus Nascimento Francois
Robert Alexander Nussey **+
Nanathiel David Offutt ***
Nathan K. Oliveres
Moraa Sabina Owongwa
Dhaval Vinod Patel +
Meet Rajesh Patel **
Rishabh Chandrakant Patel *
Christopher Pham *+
Ricardo Pinheiro Fernandes Lages ***
Vedant Pradeep *+
Jonathan Raines Procter ***
Natalie Kate Rakoski
Christopher Jordan Ray
Matthew Sean Riley ***
Landan Joseph Seguin +++
Christopher M. Shen **
David Adequate Shoneye +
William D. Trimmer +
Alexander Antonio Valencia ***
Christopher R. Wang **
Mark Stephen Woodson ***
Thomas Riley Wyatt ***
Samuel Andrew Yeomans •
Sarkis Yeremian **
Chaerin Yoo ***
Eric Lee Zhang
Xiangyu Zhou *

NUCLEAR AND RADIOLOGICAL ENGINEERING

Bofeng Chen +
Joseph Dexter Elkins +
Reed Alexander Herner **+
Coral Hannah Kazaroff **+
Rachel Anne Radford *
William T. Walter +

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

Walid Abdi
Omar Abdusada
Daniel Vicente Alayo-Matos **+
Haval S. Ameed +
James Avery Andrews *
Ryan Michael Arrison
Alexis Michelle Shoobe
Arif N. Siddiqi
Peyton Phillip Skinner
Kavin Venkateshwaran
Somu
Monica Soraney
Alejandro Sosa Ulivi
William Nicholas Spofford
Surabi Amritha Srinivasan
Rachel Grace Stacks
Dylan E. Stephens
Megan Victoria Stevens
Farial Akkas Suﬁ
Thomas Hyungjoon Suh
Alison Michelle Suhm
Brawley York Thomas
Carole Elliott Thompson
Curren Sameer Tipnis
Alan H. Tolar
Elizabeth Eve Trakhman
Justin Gregory Turner
Natalie Rose Turner
Ariella Sophia Ventura
Mayke Vercruyssen
Michael D. Verdelo
Rahul Verma
Alexandra Tori Wallace Vezeau
Sydney Erin White
Daniel William Winzeler Jr.
Ye Eun Won
John Kane Wood
Hanziong Wu
Laurie Xiao
Linxı Xiao
Yujia Xie
Kelvin Xing
Anas Yahya
YonBee Yang
Kevin Cheng Zhou

AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

Emily Victoria Bates
Daniel Jeffrey Baum
Luke A. Bayliss
Douglas Miller Belgorod
Zivan Akiel Bholai
David Cole Blaney
Carlota Bonnet
Samuel Jackson Burke
Brandon Louis Campanile
Lorenzo Eduardo Capasso
Matthieu Jean-Baptiste Capuno

* Honor  ** High honor  *** Highest honor  • Co-op  ∆ International Plan  + Summer Graduate
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bachelor’s Degree Candidates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BACHELOR’S DEGREE CANDIDATES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Mitchell Cavender IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trenton Matthew Charlson ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Gordon Cummins ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared Daniel Delrose *<em>•</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrison Clark Dyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ezequiel Fernandez •</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karena Zou Fiore **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preston D. Ghim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Thomas Glenn III ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchell David Graves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sultan Imran Hashmi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Cecile Hsu ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawn Huang ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jahedul Islam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Jimenez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethan S. Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randy Geun Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob A. Knott ***+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Thomas Lee ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah Andrew Lewis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Ma ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaushik Manchikanti ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arega Margousian **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savas Nick Mavridis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keegan Patrick McGarry ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holland Erik McTier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ai My Thai **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blake Albert Tiede *Δ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah Bailey Waddell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Garrett Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharrath R. Yalla *Δ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Alan Zander II **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blake William Zimbardi *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oluwaferanmi Esther Adeyemo *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelby Rae Anderson ***+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Oluseun Belo-Osagie +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Alexis Bethea ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josiah Stephen Brown +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Daniel Carr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nehemiah Joseph Ceasar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shane Kyle Clawges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrett D. Greesham ***+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Kevin Harris ***+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Lonel Howell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yanghang Huang ***+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alishan Karim Kaisani ***+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adithya Krishnachand +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaeun Lee +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elba Cristina Lugo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Fu Chan Marianchuk ***+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George R. Mathew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Alexander Morris ***+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tien N.T. Nguyen +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Melissa Oviedo +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivaan Patel ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanda Pradeep *+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikolai S. Peterson ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qianyi Qu ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Matthew Ramsey ++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert James Trout +++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Ann Wetherbee *+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Wayne Whyte ++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Garrett Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Garrett Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Everett Lancaster ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Dennis Lalclzi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Felipe Insignares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anaya *+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asher Akbar Keen *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zahra Khan *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farrah Khanpour *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quinn Andrew Knapper **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amelie Kathryn Koubal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Beth Kronowski ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Everett Lancaster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Rachel Langford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Dennis Lalclzi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Sarah Jane Lowentritt **+ | Poonam R. Patel *
| Sherry L. Mathison | Christopher James Pease + |
| Arman Keva Malde + | Carter Frank Peatman |
| Karine Monica Martelly * | Jose Luiz Penna Simao |
| Ian Jeffrey–Scott Mathison | Anna Leigh Peterson *** |
| CIVIL ENGINEERING |
| Steffi Karine Acevedo | Barradas *** |
| Samee Ali | James Ryder Amthor + |
| Cody A. Arnold •+ | Aubrey Jacqueline Awe ***+ |
| Zichen Bai ***+ | Douglas Murray Baird-Miller V |
| Mohamad Thabet Hassan | Barghout + |
| Kyle Parker Boehm *** | Jacob Aaron Boyd *** |
| Samta Dilip Brahmabhett | Katharine Taylor Brand |
| Zhiyi Lynn Brannen | Shelby Lynn Brannen |
| Joshua Scott Buth *+ | Daley McVicker Cass *+ |
| Stephen Andrew Chipman ***+ | Araceli Cortes |
| Quashayla Cruz-DuLoach **+ | Caroline Brooke D’Ambrogi ** |
| Kyra J. Eady + | Emma Grace Engel |
| Lanna Marie Farmer *** | Christopher R. Folsom *** |
| Nathan Girmaя ***+ | Midel Alejandro Gomez + |
| Zarina Jabeen Gran *** | Angell Louis Green |
| Lauren Elaine Harkness ***+ | John Scott Hartwell • |
| Michael James Helmes | Gil Avery Hendricks |
| Gil Avery Hendricks | Kimberly Alyse Hernandez + |
| William Daniel Hunt + | Melissa G. Hunting |
| Andrés Felipe Insignares | Anaya *+ |
| Sarah Jane Lowentritt **+ | Justin Zhi–Hao Liu * |
| Sarah Jane Lowentritt **+ | Jorge Antonio Magallon |
| Giovanni Donte Malcolm | Armaan Keva Malde + |
| Karine Monica Martelly * | Ian Jeffrey–Scott Mathison |
| Anita ThuyNu Nguyen |
| Matthew Simon Nykolyn ** |
| Solomouckukwu Valerie Onwuchekwa * |
| Kristis Nohemy Ortiz Ramos *** | Poonam R. Patel * |
| Christopher James Pease + |
| Carter Frank Peatman | José Luiz Penna Simao |
| Anna Leigh Peterson *** |
| Andrew Lamar Pitts *** |
| Benjamin Allan Radak *** | Suleman R. Rana *** |
| Moises Rayo + |
| Charles Dana Reid Jr. | Kathryn Anne Robinson • |
Pierre Olivier Rouaud ***•+
Benjamin Augustus Scoogin ***
Kyra Grace Shalikashvili *
Maria Elizabeth Theodosakis *•
Eduardo Uribe***
Emily Golden Veal +
Andrew Lloyd White +
Kaitlyn Zhi Qing Wong +***
Natalie Morin Zukerman

**  High honor
*** Highest honor
• Co-op
∆ International Plan
+ Summer Graduate

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Abiy Wogayehu Abebe
Jianni Emon Adkisson ***
Chuka Chukwunonso Anako ***
Yeshake Samson Bahita
Reid Alexander Barton ***
Robel Berhane
Rebecca Nicole Bevers +
Hannah Elizabeth Blankenship
Geoffrey David Bond***
Okyu Deniz Bozkurt ***
Riley James Brooker ***
Calvin Nicholas Burkan ***
Runyu Cai ***
Mbembah Ceelay
Joshua Lee Cherry **•+
Piero Chiappina **•+
Youngja Cho ***
Anthony Scott Coates +
Curtis John Cooper
Carter Owen Culwell +
Christopher Adam Davis ***
Gregory Luke Dieffenderfer***
Michael Thomas Edwards ***
Adam Elghor **•
Michael Edward Ferrang***
Brooke Catherine Gardner ***
Donghoon Han
Sangwon Han
William Valentine Harrer IV *
Jeongmin Huh *
Dawit Teshome Jekamo **
Abhirav Parag Joshi **
Alha Aicha Kanem **•
Christina Lee +
Hyon Dong Lee **
Skylar Vien Lee ***
Mason Philip Mahaffey **
Shahana Maji *
Vladislav Markov ***
Ricky Marsel **

SHAPE WAYNE Martinez
John Douglas Matanin *
Collin Patrick Moore
Celena Dawn Morgan *
Sai Ashish Narra
Bardia Nikfarjam
Moradeke Aderonke Oolumoga
Olumide Samuel Omolayo
Etigbeneh Ovohri **
Geuntae Park
Madeline Parnall **
Drew Jordan Paschal
Karthik Praturu **
Georgiy Pyantkovsky •
Yu Jun Qin ***
Anand Ashwin Ramanathan **
Vathsan Ramprakash
Amanda Marion Remus **•∆
Nicholas Anthony Restivo ***
Collin David Rusch **
Nicolette Adys Sam
Jackson R. Schultz **
Yo Han Seol
Shrivathsav Sayadanand Seshan *
Wojoon Shin +
Kamren Gareth Simpson *
Kamran A. Sirohi ***
Dustin Allan Snyder •
Zachary Logan Surrency ***
Alex Weston Swartz **•
Vishnu Swaroop Tanguturu +
Toumani Tapo *
Phillip Minh-Quang Vo Tran **
Quentin Xavier Truncale ***
Nghi Nhat Tu
Justin Minh Vuong
Kevin Allen Waddles Jr.
Lucy Rebecca Whitcopf
Zheyuan Xu
Ogzuzan Yilmaz **
Nathan G. Zavaneli **
Nicholas Sean Zhao ***•
Matthew James Zilvetti

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Amira Ayesha Abadir+
Andrew George Abow ***
Seth Andrew Ableidingen***
Ryan Gregory Adams
Nicholas David Ahern ***•
Manzano Xiong Akhtar ***
Ermias Tadese Amualto
Cameron Reed Andersen **
Chisom Chukwudebelu Anumba
Emily Elizabeth Ardire *
Dustin Gregory Arnold
Matoe Miguel Atwil ***
Ryan P. Avery **
Anna Marie Awald ***•
Nicholas Eliott Babcock
Anne Katherine Badgley •
Roman Balak ***
Thomas Paul Bamford *
Daniel Joseph Banks ++
John Michael Barnett
Joshua Suvash Barua ***
Ethan Gregory Beck
Andrew Brett Belflower**+
Audrey Claire Benson **
Shweta Ajit Bhat *
Hiten Bhatwara **•
Nicholas Andrew Billiter**•
Sarah Kathryn Bitter **•
Reed Patrick Blevins •
Tyler Alexander Boone **
Erlin Jessica Boyd ***
Justin Robert Brothers ***
Caleb Daniel Brown
Timothy Davis Burson **
Alex Emilio Butterwick
Samuel Richard Caballero **
Carlo Anthony Cabbibi **•
Kerem Batur Caglayan •
Riley Nicole Caminiti **
Ricardo Antonius Carbonell Perez **
Kathryn Lauren Carrico
Laura C. Carrillo
Antonio Jose Catanzano *
Alexander Hilton Chase
Matthew Peng Chen **
Zhao Chen
Harley Drew Chesney •
Thaman Sai Chillakuru
Seunghyun Choe
YuRee Choi *
Haley Brooke Clark **•+
Reed Douglas Clark •
William Upchurch Clayton **
Aaron David Clegg
Aidan Judah Coganow *
Leigh Ann Collier •
Kalie Dorothea Compton **•

Matthew Steven Cornelius **••+
Robert Harrison Cottingham **
Kentz Lanier Craig +
Jo’De Neyland Cummings **
Roderick Orunde Cummings
Austin Paul Darden **
Jacques Phillip Davignon II
Michael Gerald Deatrick ***
Alexander Ivan DeBate **
Tedda Dendema Debela **
Jayce Lewis Delker **
Shirali S. Desai **
Gregory Alan Dettmer **•
Abigail Jane Dewerth
Beatrix Carretero Alves Dias
Jason A. Diaz
Clay Rutherford Dodson **•
Donald Adrian Capule Dole ++
Christopher Lawrence Dugan **
Johnallen M. Dyer
Caroline Kemmerly Eckrote
Hunter William Eckstrom +
Kenneth Dale Ellenburg III •
Ryan Edward Fadell **•
Daniel Jay Ferguson **•+
Sean P. Fischer *
Hannah Kathryn Fisher
Sean Worden Fitzpatrick **
Arthur Donald Foley **
Daniel Jacob Foreman **+
Jeremy Xiaoake Gan *
Alexander St. John Gibson
Sartaaj Singh Gill **•
Braden Hunter Gilleland **•
Samuel John Gilmer **
Melissa Nicole Gordon **
John Liam Gorman *
Laura Ann Graham *
Cameron David Greer
Giancarlo Grilli Tissot
Kayla Marie Gronewold *
Aditya Gupta *
Chirag Gurukiran
Deanna Louise Hager **
Richard Dalton Hampton *
Ryan Thomas Harper
Lucas Reed Hatfield **
Phillip Marc Hazleton
Brian Easton Heissenbuttel **
Nathaniel Scott Hill
Nathan Christopher Hines
Tyler A. Hiu ***
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bachelor's Degree Candidates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logan D'Marey Hollers **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy John Holloway *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seki Hong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Patrick Horth +++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devin Wei Hua **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regen Danielle Huffman +++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josh Taylor Hurt ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luis Alberto Icaza Paredes Δ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Mark Immerman *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Michael Jackson +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary P. Jacob •</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew James Jacon **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle Montgomery Jarrell ++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiwen Jiang +++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyewon Jung **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flavio Angel Juvencio ++++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uma Mundakizhi Kaladi ++++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lily R. Kaneko *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Patrick Kearney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Carlin Kelley *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Kennedy Jr. +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drew William Kennedy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Katherine Kennedy **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill Min Kim **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jae Hyun Kim ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jae Yoon Kim ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jihoon Kim **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sang Baek Kim +++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travise Arnold Kinney III +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon L. Kleber **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Dorothy Klein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikolaj Emil Kloch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Patrick Kmett +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler B. Knight **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Joseph Kochansky ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pavel Sergeyevich Kondratyev **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madelyn Alyce Kosednar **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dhorn Kosolpatanadurong +++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shobhan Kulshreshtha++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth A. Laster *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Charles LaVally ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reppard Charles Legder **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dong Jae Lee ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erik Austin Lee *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Rocco Liguori +++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harry Sirui Liu +++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ephrem Tadesse Lombebo ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augusto Lonighi Rivera *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Antonio Lopez ++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Tyler Louie ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katriella Lumbantobing ***Δ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marianna Luna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|                            | Joanne Evelyn Tamayo **+
|                            | Darren Zhen Kit Tan +++ |
|                            | Harsh Alpesh Tarpura ++ |
|                            | Nicholas Joseph Thalken +++ |
|                            | James David Thomas * Joseph Ambrus Thornton IV Adam Tokura +++ |
|                            | Benjamin Toro * Nicholas James Tucker * |
|                            | William Haxie Twalt * Hunter Dorsey Ubersox ++++ |
|                            | Luke Vincent Vanni Charles Alexander Vianey |
|                            | Jason Michael Vickers +++ |
|                            | Rachel Nicole Wakefield +++ |
|                            | Hunter Edwin Walraven +++ |
|                            | Daniel Wang *** |
|                            | Kevin Aquino Ward Elena Dora Wassenar ++ |
|                            | Kristina René Wayne * Jalen Austin Weise * |
|                            | James Michael Westbrooks +++ Zachary Stephen Wilken ++ |
|                            | Grey Herndon Williams Reed Garion Williams +++ |
|                            | Evan Myles Williamson ++ |
|                            | Jacob Miller Wills *** |
|                            | Casen Michael Wolinsky +++ Justin Anthony Wright |
|                            | David L. Xu ** Zhiming Xue |
|                            | Ryan Michael Yeung * Andrew Justin Yi * |
|                            | Alexander Christopher Zabaldo + Sean Shikun Zhang *** |
|                            | David Matthew Zimmerman II ++ David Daniel Zink +++ |
|                            | Nathaniel Cole Zottnick** |
Unlike traditional art and design programs, the Georgia Tech College of Design uses the design process to develop new technologies, buildings, environments, and human experiences. Students, faculty, and researchers in the Schools of Architecture, Building Construction, City and Regional Planning, Industrial Design, and Music strive to understand how technology enables better design, and how to fuse that technology into places, products, lifestyles, learning, and health care.

The College's research initiatives encompass today's most pressing human and built environment issues, from accessibility, sustainability, and smart cities to groundbreaking efforts in spatial analysis and music technology. Approximately 981 graduate and undergraduate students are enrolled in the College of Design, and roughly 1,100 students — representing all majors at Georgia Tech — enroll in music courses each semester.
From the opening of the Institute and the establishment of the School of Mechanical Engineering in 1888, the College of Engineering (CoE) has continually grown. Today, the College incorporates eight engineering schools with a full-time enrollment of more than 15,000 undergraduate and graduate students. The College consistently ranks among the top five elite engineering schools in the country. All undergraduate and graduate engineering programs are ranked in the top 10 nationally.

CoE is the largest college of engineering in the country and is number one in the production of women and minority engineers. CoE has almost 100,000 alumni living in 120 countries around the globe. Alumni go on to careers across all walks of engineering, as well as in professions like law, medicine, business, and public policy.


The College of Sciences leads Georgia Tech’s charge to create and discover fundamental new knowledge in the sciences and mathematics. Together, Sciences students and faculty boldly explore natural and artificial worlds, not only to reveal and underpin the technologies of tomorrow, but also to advance the quality of human life and elevate the human spirit.

The College nurtures students who are intellectually curious, inspiring them to build for themselves empowering foundations in the natural, mathematical, and behavioral sciences. They are transported to the frontiers of human understanding, and invited to participate in pushing those frontiers forward by undertaking high-impact research in collaboration with world-class faculty in state-of-the-art facilities.

College of Sciences graduates are well honed in thinking critically, testing hypotheses, and engaging with others to unravel complex problems. They draw conclusions, reach decisions, and make judgments about nature through the enthralling interplay of data, reason, and imagination. They are indispensable in ensuring that the basic knowledge pipeline for new technologies is full and flowing.

From exploring the bizarre quantum logic of ultra-cold atoms or the breathtaking grandeur of the stars and the galaxies, to deciphering the billion-year history of Earth’s oceans and atmosphere, the origins of life on Earth and elsewhere in the cosmos, or the workings of the human brain, Sciences students embody the value and rewards of scientific curiosity shaped by careful mentoring and deep respect for how much of the world we still must discover and understand.
Georgia Tech Professional Education (GTPE) is an academic division of the Institute. Providing continuing education for more than a century and learning at a distance for more than 40 years, GTPE enables working professionals and industry partners to access the expertise of a world-renowned research university.

GTPE offers professional development courses, certificate programs, and master’s degrees to career-focused adults in STEM and business fields worldwide. These programs are designed to position professionals to deliver immediate workplace impact using knowledge and skills learned from Georgia Tech’s faculty experts and each other.

Learners can also take Georgia Tech’s Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs), which are produced by GTPE. Programs are delivered in a variety of formats including face-to-face, online, and hybrid to suit the diverse needs of working professionals. GTPE also administers K-12 outreach and English as a Second Language (ESL) programs, and manages learning-centered meeting and conference facilities in Atlanta and Savannah.

The Georgia Tech Library is recognized internationally for robust digital services, student engagement initiatives, transformation of physical spaces, and innovative programming and services. Millions of books, journals, technical reports, government documents, maps, videos, popular reading, science fiction, and other items are available via the Library.

The Library’s website features access to hundreds of databases and thousands of books, e-books, scholarly journals and e-journals, reports, electronic dissertations, discipline and course-specific research guides, and much more.

With more than 500,000 visits to the website, nearly 4 million searches and full-text content accessed, and more than 1 million on-site visits annually, the Library’s services and resources are heavily utilized by the Georgia Tech community.

For students, the Library is a 24/7 gathering place — cultivating intellectual inquiry, promoting academic discourse, and fostering knowledge. For faculty, the Library supports world-class advancements in teaching and research.

The Library also manages the G. Wayne Clough Undergraduate Learning Commons, which is dedicated to student academic enrichment and innovative learning opportunities. Clough Commons is a popular destination for students, with more than 3 million visits annually.
With more than 400 student-athletes across 17 varsity sports, Georgia Tech competes at the highest level of intercollegiate athletics as a member of NCAA Division I and the Atlantic Coast Conference, while also developing young people who will change the world. Georgia Tech has long been a leader in innovation in college athletics with the NCAA CHAMPS/Life Skills Program (known as the Total Person Program at Georgia Tech), commitments to athletic scholarships until a student-athlete graduates, and the use of virtual reality in recruiting, among the many concepts that originated on The Flats.

The Yellow Jackets have won five national championships during their illustrious history (four in football — 1917, 1928, 1952, and 1990; and one in women’s tennis — 2007), and made two appearances in the Final Four in men’s basketball (1990 and 2004) and three in the College World Series in baseball (1994, 2002, and 2006). Combining a world-class education with top-notch athletics, Georgia Tech has produced 85 Academic All-Americans.
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Susie Ivy
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Brandon Ford
Alphonso Benson
Derrick Jones
John Mays
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Reta Pikowsky, Registrar
David Barbero
Crystal Elster
Jeremy Gray
Amandalynn Green
Dean Joe
Katie Keigor
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Moyosore Odebiyi
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Chris Roskilly
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RhonNeisha Sharpless
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The Institute also wishes to thank the dozens of student, faculty, and staff volunteers who helped make today’s ceremony possible. Your contributions are absolutely vital, and your hard work and devotion to Georgia Tech are much appreciated.
CONGRATULATIONS!

As a Tech graduate, you are now part of the Georgia Tech Alumni Association, an exclusive organization of more than 167,000 alumni worldwide. As a member of the Alumni Association, you have access to Tech’s global alumni network — a valuable asset as you embark upon your professional journey. You also have access to many other benefits and programs, including:

» Professional development opportunities, networking events, and more to help you reach your career goals

» Geographic network groups to connect you with fellow Yellow Jackets, no matter where in the world you end up

» Special events throughout the year, on campus and around the globe

» Volunteer leadership and community service opportunities

» Subscription to the Georgia Tech Alumni Magazine and Buzzwords

Roll Call, Georgia Tech’s Fund for Excellence, has raised millions of dollars from alumni for Georgia Tech to fund student scholarships, state-of-the-art programs, world-class facilities, and much more. Georgia Tech continues to get better every year, thanks in large part to the generosity of our loyal alumni.

Log on to gtalumni.org and download the GT Alumni mobile app to begin receiving all of your free benefits from the Georgia Tech Alumni Association. Through this alumni portal, you can customize your preferences, register for events, network with fellow alumni, and much more.
THE ALMA MATER

Oh, sons of Tech, arise, behold!  
The Banner as it reigns supreme,  
For from on high the White and Gold  
Waves in its triumphant gleam.

The spirit of the cheering throng  
Resounds with joy revealing  
A brotherhood in praise and song,  
In memory of the days gone by.

Oh Scion of the Southland!  
In our hearts you shall forever fly.  
We cherish thoughts so dear for thee,  
Oh, Alma Mater in our prayer.

We plead for you in victory,  
And in the victory we share!  
But when the battle seems in vain  
Our spirits never falter,

We’re ever one in joy or pain  
And our union is a lasting bond.  
Oh! May we be united  
Till the victory of life is won.

Music by Frank Roman  
Words by I.H. Granath

THE RAMBLIN’ WRECK

I’m a Ramblin’ Wreck from Georgia Tech, and a hell of an engineer  
A helluva, helluva, helluva, helluva, hell of an engineer.  
Like all the jolly good fellows, I drink my whiskey clear.  
I’m a Ramblin’ Wreck from Georgia Tech, and a hell of an engineer.

Oh! If I had a daughter, sir, I’d dress her in white and gold,  
And put her on the campus to cheer the brave and bold.  
But if I had a son, sir, I’ll tell you what he’d do—  
He would yell “To Hell with Georgia” like his daddy used to do.

Oh! I wish I had a barrel of rum and sugar three thousand pounds,  
A college bell to put it in and a clapper to stir it ‘round.  
I’d drink to all good fellows who come from far and near.  
I’m a Ramblin’, Gamblin’, hell of an engineer.